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-The:Centex

--The Mission._ 0.f the Center . for-, Ree.ea r ch -on. Elementary 'And
Middle -..T-8.chools-ial-to -'produce-:'ueetul...:=-::knOWledge*aboutj'how el:er

..mentary,
learning.::and. ,dwel.Opment,.......to::detrelb.P:Irrid.1.0,0104W,practioal
inethodivgOti-Amproving the effectiveness of eleMentat-si:':.'and

*id& O.- schools based on existing 'and ::tiew teeterah -.110d nge
-di0-01015 and .itiraluate :specific strategies to telk

schOOlt implèinëit ef fedt ive -resear Ch-bo lied ildbOol -and :C3, ass-
room practices..

The Center conducts its research in three program areas:
(1) Elementary Schools; (2) Middle Schools, and (3) School
Improvement.

au Elementiry.Archpla =spa

This program works from a strong existing research 'base
to develop, evaluate, and diSikiiinate effective elementary
school and classroom practices; , synthesizes, current.e.know-
ledge; and analyzes survey .and,descriptiVe',dattotO expand
the knowledge base in effective elementary education.

24A jitsisUs 00404 promm

This program's resea.tch links curren, knowledge about
early adolescence as a stage of human divelopMent to .school
organiiatkon and classrOOk policies-and pridtltei for iffec-
tive middle .schools(. 1Mm9 major task is to eatablAsh a
research *base to identify specific problem areie -and promis-.

inC:practices in middle schools that will *contribute to
effective policy decisions and the development of effective
school and classroom practices.

\

school Immummant Imam

This program focuses on improving the organizational per-
formance of schools in adopting and adapting innovations and
developing school capacity for change.

I:

This report, prepared by the Elementary School Program,
synthesizes research on ability grouping in elementary
schools to identify grouping practices that promote student

A
achievement.
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Ability Grouping and Studerit'Achievement-in Elementary Schools:

A Best, .Evidence Synthesis

vaunt

This article reviews research on the effects of between- and

within-class ability grouping on the achievement,of eaementary

school students. The ,review technique, best-evidence synthesis,

combines features,of .metafenSlytic and narrative reviews. Oferall,

evidence does not support assignment of students to self-contained

classes according to ability (median ES ga 40), but grouping plans

involving cross-grade assignment for selected subjects can'increase

student achievement. Research particularly supports the Joplin

Plan, cross-grade ability grouping for reading only 4modian ES I=

+.45) and forms of nongraded programs involving multige groupings

for different subjects (median ES m +.29). Within-class ability

grouping in mathematico is also found to be instructionally effec-

tive (median ES m +.34). Ability grouping is held to be maximally

effective when it is done only for one or two subjects, with stu-

dents remaining in heterogeneous classes most of the day; when it

greatly reduces student heterogeneity in a specific skill; when

group assignments are frequently reassessed; and when teachers vary

the level and pace of instruction according to students' needs.

6
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Ability Grouping ancl.Student AcOievement in.1 Elementary Schools:

,Best-Pidence.4 nt4esig,
, 1

Ability'grouping is one of the olaest and most controversial

issues in educational.psychologys. Hundreds of studies have examined

the effects of various forms vf between-class ability grouping

(e.g., tracking, stream4ng) and within-class ability grouping (e.g.,

reading, math groups). By 1930, Miller and Otto had already located

twenty experimental studiei on ahility grouping, and Martin (1927)

listed eighty-three "selected references" on the topic,

Scores of reviews of the between-class ability grouping liters-

ture have been written. -Almost without exception, reViews frot the
1

1920's to the present have-come- to the same general conclusion: that

,./

between-class ability grouping has few if any benefits for.student

achievement. Recently, meta-analyses on ability grouping in elemen-

tary (C-L. Rulik and J. Kulik, 1984) and in secondary schools (Rulik

& Rulik, 1982) have claimed small positive achievement.,effects of

between-class ability grouRing, with high achievers gaining the most

from the practice.

Despite a half-century of widespread agreement (among research-

ers, at least) that between-class ability grOuping is of little

value in enhancing student achievement, the practice is nearly univ-

ersal in some form in secondary schools and very common in elemen-

-1-
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4.r17.;:schoal Re4nt-.:.da.ta t4e.:..411ost teathers'.

::leval.a-.-.bave..;:repentie.d..;:bOth_. '1.44(ing And ..-believing,.in.4300-.7-kin
1 I

groor4,9 0.1 NEA, 1,96 8.e..1.111460 &.:;Olittii4.4, -117 8) Yet.in o.t

retohLirearOmany:districts have begun-to. reexamineabilityAroup

..often out_ofsa concern thaL students low 404ocideconomic
:-

. .

'..tuz,'inparticularminority studants,...are distritinated against by

Clispropori.ionately placed in.low.tracks.- In fact, ability
.

grouping has become a major issue in many ongoing 4esegration cases

(e.g., ibbtion.m..Hansea, 1967) where the plaintiffs haVe argued
.

.. that ability grouping ivused as a means of resegregating Black and

Hiepanic students within ostensibly integrated schools (see McPart-
.

land, 196 8)
.4,

t%

Although many reviews of .ability gro have been written, the
V

most recent comprehensive reviews this areawere written more
)

"than sixteen years Ago (e.g., Borg:'1964. Fi..ndley.& &Aryan, 1971;

Heathers, 1969; NBA, 1968). More recent reviews (e.g., Espositou

1973; Good & Marshall'U-1984; Perse24, 1977). .have refereed to the

earlier reviews rather than synthesizing the original evidence. The

CUliks' meta-analyses have extracted effect-size data from large

numbers of primary studies, but have done'little beyond this to

explore the substantiye and methodological issues underlying these

effects (see Slavin, 1984a).

The present paper reviews the literature on ability grouping in

elementary schools from the vantage point of the 1980's. It uses a

review strategy called "Best-Evidence Synthesis" (Slavin, 1986), a

-2-
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method which incorporates the best features of both meta-analytic

a_Od tr44440n42 ParrativA review. :The'makn_elements_Of a Oest_4107

dence Tintheilis ire as follows:

- Clearly specified, defensible A, pzj criteria for inclusion

of studies are established.
1

t

- All published and unpublished studies which meet criteria are

located and included.

- Where possible,. effects sizes for included studies are com-

puted. Effect size is operationalized as the meal, of all

experimental-control differences on related measures divided

by their standard deviations.

- When effect sizes cannot be computed, effects of studies

which meet inclusion criteria are characterized as positive,

negative, or zero rather than excluded.

- Apart from computation of effect size and use of well-speci-

fied inclusion criteria, best-evidence syntheses are,identi-

cal, to traditional narrative reviews. Individual studies and

methodological and substantive issues are discussed in the

detail typical of the best narrative reviews.

'The present paper is the first application of best-evidence

synthesis. Since both meta-analytic and traditional narrative

reviews exist in the area of ability grouping, this paper allows for

a clear contrast between the methods and conclusions of best-evi-

dence syntheses as opposed to meta-analytic and narrative reviews on

the slime topic.

-.3..
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NW la Ablittly.0X0qPipg?

One important problem in discussing ability grouping" is that

the term has many meanings. Several quite different programs or

policies-go under this heading. . In general, ability, VoupiPg

implies some means of grouping students for instruction 4y ability

or achievement so as to reduce their heterogeneity. However, vari-

ous grouping plans differ in ways likely to have a considerable

impact on the outcomes of grouping. Some common forms of ability

grouping are described below.

.

S.

"07.7.4,t-iti,e;.

Minty Grouped ram Assignment. In this plan, students are

assigned on the basis of ability or achievement to one self-con-

,
S.

tained class (usually at the elementary level) or to one class which 741\
11r;

moves together from teacher to teacher, as in block scheduling in

junior high schools.

gjaxligiamp =nuking. A special form of ability grouped class

assignment unique to the secondary level is;curriculum tracking,

assignment of students by ability or achierment to tracks, such as

college preparatory, general, or vocational. In secondary schools

using such groupings, students may take ali courses within their

track, or may have some heterogeneously grouped classes. Typically,

ability grouping lawn tracks is not done.

Specialized secondary schools (e.g., schools for the gifted,

vocational schools) might be considered one form of curriculum

tracking. In Europe, different levels of secondary schools serve a

-4-
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similar tracking function. For example, in West Germany students

planning to attend the,university go to ,the ,uppolimpf, iffis 14091

skilled students attend the ealsehille, and students preparing for

vocations attend the hinagtsghule.

1129X0Aing fag Malling gar Jatbanlatigs (Ability axsauxias for

selected Aubjegta). Often, ,students are assigned to heterogeneous

homeroom classes for part or most of the day, but are "regrouped"

according to achievement level for one or more subjects. In the

elementary grades, regrouping is often .done for reading (and occa-

,sionally mathematics), where all students at a particular grade

level have ;eading scheduled at the same time and are resorted from

their heterogeneous homerooms into classes that are relatively homo-

geneous in reading level. When regrouping for reading is done

across grade levels, this is called the "Joplin Plan" (see below).

In secondary schools students are often ability grouped for same

subjects (e.g., mathematics) but not for others (e.g., social stu-

dies). Ability grouping for selected subjects in secondary schools

may involve having higher- and lower-achieving sections of the'same

course, or may involve assigning students to different courses, as

when ninth graders are assigned either to Algebra I or to General

Mathematics.

again 21an. One special form of regrouping for reading is

called the Joplin Plan (Floyd, 1954), in which students are assigned

to heterogeneous classes most of the day but are regrouped for read-

ing across grade lines. For example, a reading class at the fifth

-



grade, first semester reading level might include high-achieving

.,fourth graders,,average achieving fifth graders, and low-achileving

sixth graders. Reading group assignments are frequently reviewed,

so that students may be reassigned to a different reading class if

the performance warrants it.

One important consvvence of cross-grade grouping and flexible

assignment is that reading classes contain only one or at most two

reading groupsr increasing the amount of time available for direct

instruction over that typical of reading classes containing three or

more reading classes. The Joplin\Plan was principally an innovation

of the late 1950's and early 1960's, after which time interest in

cross-grade grouping turned more toward nongraded plans (see below).

Nongraded Plang. The term "nongraded8 or "ungraded refers to a

variety of related grouping plans. In its original conception

(Goodlad and Anderson, 1963), nongraded programs aTe ones in which

grade-level designations are entirely removed, and.students are

placed in flexible groups according to their performance level, not

their age. Full-scale nongraded plans might use team teaching,

individualized instruction, learning centers, and other means of

accommodating student differences in all academic subjects. Stu-

dents,in nongraded programs might complete the primary cycle (grades

1-3) in two years, or may take four years to do so. The curriculum

in each subject may be divided into levels (e.g., nine or twelve

levels for the primary grades) through which students progress at

their own rates, picking up each year where they left off the previ-

.6-
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ous year. This "continuous progress" aepect of nongrading give stu-

.dents. 0 feeling, that they axe always moving:forward: for examPle

rather than being assigned to the low,reading group each year, a low

achieving student simply progresses from level to level at a slower,

rate.

Some of the nongraded programs evaluated in the 1960's and early

'70's did use the flexible, complex grouping arrangements envisioned

by Goodlad and Anderson (1963), while others did not. For example,

several programs described by their authors as "nongraded" or

"ungraded" were in fact virtually indistinguishable trom the Joplin

Plan. That is, students were.assigned to heterogeneous classes most

of the day but regrouped across grade lines for reading. One study

(Morris, 1969) used "nongraded" to refer to a program in which stu-

dents were regrouped for reading and math within grade levels, while

another (Tobin, 1966) used "ungraded" to refer to a traditionally

organized reading program in which high achievers were allowed to

work on basals above their nominal grade ,level.

Apulia glimag Igx Mal Aghiems. In many elementary and sec-

ondary schools, gifted, talented or otherwise superior students may

be assigned to a special class for part or all of their school day,

while other students remain in relatively heterogeneous classes.

Spacial Classes lax Iduglichievgqi, One of the most common forms

of "ability grouping" is the assignment of students with learning

problems to special or remedial classes for part or all of their

school day.

.7
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mutual= Abilily sumusAng. Regardless of the use on norruse

-of-Ability .grouping of clAsges! most,elementary ,teraohersjuse some

form of within-class ability grouping. The most commowf,orm of

within-class ability grouping is the use of reading grou0s, Where

teachers assign students to one of a small number-of groups (usually
ep

three) on the basis of reading level. These groups work on differ-

ent materials at rates unique to their needs and abilities. 'Similar

methods are often used in mathematics, where there my be two or

more math groups operating at different levels and rates.

In another common form of within-class ability grouping in ele-

mentary mathematics, the teacher presents a lesson to the class as a

whole, and afterwards, while the students are working problems, the

teacher piovides enrichment or extension to a high-achieving group,

Mediation or re-explanation to low achievers, and something in

between to average achievers.

Group-paced mastery learning (Bloom, 1976) may be seen as one

form of flexible within-class ability grouping, in that students are

grouped after each lesson into "masters" and ,"non-masters" groups on

the basis of a formative test. Non-masters receive corrective

instruction while masters do enrichment activities. Finally, indi-

vidualized or continuous-progress instruction may be seen as extreme

forms of ability grouping, as each student may be in a unique "abil-

ity group" of one,

Theoretie4 Advantagn And Disadvantme a Ability rimming

-8-
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Similar lists of advantages and disadvantages of ability grouping

, heve.been given,bt .theoaska And rall4WergygP;m00;e-t4an 44Y YeaFg.

. A

; 14

(see, for example, Billett, 1932; Borg, 1965; Espoeito, 1971; Find-

ley & Bryan, 1970; Good & Marshall, 1984; Heathers, 1969; NEA, 1960;

Miller & Otto, 1930). Ability grouping is supposed to inctease stu-

dent achievement primarily by leducing the heterogeneity of the

class or instructional group, making it more possible for the

teacher to provide instruction that is neither too easy nor too hard

for most students. Ability grouping is assumed to allow the teacher

to increase the pace and level of instruction for high achievers and

provide more individual attention, repetition, and review for low

achievers. It is supposed to provide a spur to high achievers by

making them work harder. to succeed, and to place success within the

grasp of low achievers, who are protected from having to compete

- with more able aeemates (Atkinson & O'Connor, 1963)..

The principal arguments against ability grouping have to do with

the fact that this practice must create classes or groups of low

achievers. These students are deprived of the example and stimula-

tion provided by high achievers, and the fact of being labeled and

assigned to a low group is held to communicate low expectations for

students which may' be self-fulfilling (see, for example, Good &

Marshall, 1984; Persell, 1977).

Further, homogeneously low performing reading groups (Allington,

1980; Harr, 1975) and classes (Oakes,, 1985; Evertson, 1962) have

been observed to experience a slower pace and lower quality of

-9-



'instruction than do students in higher achieving groups.. A lack of

appropriately behAv ing., models may ..lead...to beheviorai contagion"

among homogeneously grouped low achievers (Pelrelee & Eder, 1983)1 so

that these groups may spend less time on task than other, groups.

. .

^

However, perhaps the most compelling argument .against ability
_-

-: grouping has little to do with its effects on achievement. This is
_-

that ability grouping goes against our democratic ideals by creating

'%,'

'

;7i,

l'...

-

,

...-

..)

... often parallel social class and ethnic groupings, disproportionately

.According to this line of reasoning, all.-students need opportunities
academic elites (Persell, 1977; Rosenbaum, 1976; Sorensen, 1970).

to interact with a wide range of peers. .13ecause abtl:ity groupings

placing low SES, Black, and Hispanic students ,in low tracks (e.g.,

-1.-.!

z7.'

.?*':zi.9.Riot, 1970; Haller & Davis, 1980; Heyns, 1974) , the use of ability
,. ,,,

.,:. ...,
grouping may. serve to increase divisions along class, race, and eth- .:.2..,;:-

..:A.

nic group lines (see Rosenbaum, 1980). .:.p.,..,,,...,. .*...
.,...._

.,.

.-.4:.
..,. Cgriughenate =lily =mains In .the !anent= Ach29.17 '

.:T.:

This review focuses on research on ability grouping at the ele-

mentary level. This restriction is made primarily because so many

characteristics of elementary schools and the students they serve

are unique to this level of schooling. Also, this review focuses on

,ccaprehensive ability grouping plans, which involve all students at

particular grade levels.

This excludes studies of special classes for the gifted (e.g.,

Atkinson & O'Connor, 1963) and for low achievers. Gifted and spe-

-

-10- P-
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cjal education programs may te conceived of as one,form of ability

gro4Ping, hut they also involVe;TahY other changes, in curriculum, .

class size, resources, and goals,that make them fundamentally dif-
.

ferent from oomprehensille ability grouping plans. Further, non-ran-

Abmized elialuation6 of gifted and epecial education/mainstreaming

studies suffer from serious problems of selection bias which are

less problematic in similar studies of camprehensive ability group-

ing plans (Slavin, 1984a; Madden & Slavin, 1983). For reviews of

research on gifted and accelerated programs see J. Kulik & C. L.

Kulik, 1984 or Passow, 1979; for special education/mainstreaming see

Leinhardt & Palley, 1982 or Madden & Slavin, 1983.

One of the most important characterietics of elementary schools

for comprehensive ability grouping ,is that they tend to be small,

rarely having more than three classes at each grade level, This

means that if ability grouping is done within grade levels, the

resulting reduction in heterogeneity may be slight. In fact, sev-

eral studies (e.g., Clarke, 1958; Balow, 1962; Below & Curtin, 1966;

Goodlad & Anderson, 1963) have demonstrated that grouping students

within grades into two or three homogeneous groups brings about a

minimal reduction in total heterogeneity, particularly if grouping

is done on the basis of DQ or general achievement.

Another important ffc..1.vre of elementary schools is that students

are traditionally taught in self-contained classes, remaining with

the same teacher all or most of the school day, and correspondingly

teachers must attend to only one class. This situation is conducive

S'a 74'
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to the use of witbip-91,a8e ability grouping (reading or math .

groups),... Xn contrAft, '41 secondary teacher with five,,or six, septions

is much less able to use within-cleas ability grouping, principally

because the number of preparations required to teach twelve or more

4-;,

different subgroups would require superhuman -effort.

A third characteristic of elementary schools is that while stu-

dents at the elementary level have widely diverse skills from the

first days of school, they are much less heterogeneous than are stu-

dents at the secondary level (see, for example, Coleman, Campbell,

Hobson, McPartland, Mood, Weinfeld, and York, 1966). Perhaps for

.this reason, between class ability grouping is far less universal in

elementary than in secondary schools.

There are differences in the curriculum and goals of elementary

and secondary schools which have an important bearing on ability

grouping. ay far the most important goal of the elementary school

is to ensure that all students are able to read and compute.

Reading and mathematics are subjects that, at least in theory,

lend themselves especially well to homogeneous groupings, as they

are hierarchically organized subjects in which the learning of one

skill depends on mastery of earlier skills. In a heterogeneous

reading class it is unl ly that a single level of basal reader

could be used, avft is probably unrealistic to expect low achievers

to read and understand material a grade level or

reading level or to expect high achievers to prof

grade level, or more below their reading level

above their
om material a

ilarly, -it is

44'
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difficult to give an effective mathematics lesson toss class which

includesssome students,whu have not.msstered subtraction multipli-

cation, or.simple division, and some who have already mastered divi-

sion or could do so very rapidly.
: ,

Comprehensive, ability grouping plans used in elementary schools

are 'adapted to the unique characteristics of that level of school-

ing, and often have no correlaries at, the secondary level. There

are three principal factors at issue in elementary ability grouping:

1) whether ability grouping is done within- or between-classes (or

both); 2) whether between-class ability grouping is done to assign

students to relatively ability-homogeneous self-contained classes,

or is done only for selected subjects, with students remaining in

heterogeneous classes, most of their school day; and 3) whether abil-'

ity grouping is restricted to one grade level or may combine stu-

dents of similar performance level regardless of grade level.

Five comprehensive ability grouping plans predominate both in the

literature and in practice: ability grouped class assignment,

regrouping for reading and/or mathematics, Joplin and nongraded

plans, and within-class ability grouping (reading or math groups

within the class). The relationship between the three factors

listed above and the five principal comprehensive grouping plans is

depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Here
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It is important to note that other combinations of the same fac-

tors can produce additional vouping plans, and such plans have

sometimes been studied. 'Por example, ability grouped-class assign-

ment is usually done within,grades, but Rankin, Anderson, & Bergman

(1935) evaluated a "vertidal gioUPine plan in-which-upper elemen-

tary students were assigned to classes on the basis of IQ without

regard to grade level lines. Cross-grade combination classes (e.g.,

3-4, 4-5) often resemble vertical grouping, as students assigned to

such classes are usually the higher achievers in the lower grade and

the lower achievers in the higher grade. However, cross-grade

groupings have rarely been studied, as they usually result from

administrative needs for equal-sized classrooms rather than from a

plan to improve school organization. P,or example, When a principal

has forty-five fifth graders and forty-five fourth graders a combi-

nation 4-5 class is a likely result.

Also, it is important to note that many elementary classes A()

Oetween And within-class grocping. Por exampae, reading groups in

the primary grades are virtually universal, regardless of whether or

, not the classes are grouped by ability. On the other hand, some

between-class ability grouping plans (especially the Joplin Plan)

are explicitly designed to reduce or eliminate the need for grouping

within the classroom.

The following sections discuss the research on comprehensive

ability grouping in elementary schools according to the four princi-

v, pal categories discussed above. Each section contains a table sum -

Y
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being presented an" a .discusdion ,of the studies -and th0,-,matho4olo T

cal,and, substantive issues they -raise. The criteria tor inclusion t. 1

of studies are presented below..
f

4 .421111 lu StaiLY 14.21011111

The Studies on which this review is based bad to meet a set of ji

viori criteria with respect to germaneness and methodological add-

quacy. As statedearlier, all studies had to involve comprehensive

studies of ability-grouping in elementary schools (grades 1-6)

EurOpei A studies of eleven .and twelve year olds who were in second-

ary sci4Jol5 (e.g., Douglas, 1973) are excluded, even though studies
of students of the same age in elementary schools were included..
Studies of within-class ability grouping were included, but other

-,,---
: programs related to within-class grouping were ,excluded. Exaalples

of such excluded programs Are mastery learning, indiviclualiZeit and
.-

4-
continuous-progress instruction, cooperative learning, multi-age
grouping not done for the purpose of reducing student heterogeneity,
open classrooms, and team teaching. No restrictions were placed on
year of publication, and every effort was made to locate disserta-
tions and other unpublished documents relating to ability grouping.

sethwasmigia1 ftsuillaula lax Inglaign. One key element of

best-evidence synthesis is the A priori establishment of inclusion
criteria based on substantive and methodological adequacy. In the

present case, criteria were established as follows:

41:
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1. .Abil ity gro,uped classes,were compared to heterogeneously

Arcalped_ control:classes. This requir.ement.excludes,.several '..studies

which compared achievement gains in experimental classes to "pre-

dicted" gains (e.g., Ramsey, 1962) and studies which correlated
,

"degree of heterogeneity" with achievement gains without identifying

classes as ability-grouped or heterogeneous (e.g., Leiter, 1983).

2. Achievement data from standardized achievement tests were pre-

sented. This excluded scores of anecdotal accounts and several stu-

dies of student or teacher attitudes toward ability grouping.

3. Initial comparability of samples was established by use of
random assignment, matching of classes, or matching of students

within equivalent classes. In cases of matching of classes or stu-
dents, evidence had to be presented which established that the
classes were in fact initially equivalent in IQ or achievement
(within 20% of a etandard deviation). Studies, in which experimental

and control classes were not initially equivalent but gain ,scores or
analyses of covariance were used to adjust scores for these differ-

ences (e.g. Moorhouse, 1964) are- listed in tables in separate

category, and results of these studies should be interpreted cau-.

tiously.

Several cross-sectional studies that provided little evidence of

initial equality were excluded. Por example, Powell (1964)'compared

achievement scores of one school using the Joplin Plan to another

using a self-contained model, with no evidence that the two schools

were in fact =parable. Some studies (e,g,, Hart, 1959) compared

-16-
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achievement under ability grouping to that un4er heterogepeous,

gr.ouping%in earlier:years in, the ,same, schools. Such-stu_dieB,,wers

included if there was evidence that the samples in the ear;ier Years

were equivalent in ability or achievement.' However, 'comParikson with'

previous classes was liMited io two year-0,0n:the adsiumption tbat

too many unrelated changes could take place over longer periods.

This excluded one study that made.a comparison over ,a ten-year

period (Cushenberry, 1964) and restricted attention to the fist two

years of an eight-year study by Tobin (1966).

4, Ability grouping was in place for at least a semester. This

requirement excluded only one very brief study (Piland & Lemke,

1971).

5. At least three experimental and three control teachers were

involved in all included studies. The purpose of this requirement

was to minimize the influence of teacher and class effects in small

studies (see Slavin, 1984b) on study outcomes. This caused a few

very small studies to be excluded (e.g., Johnston, 1973; Putbrese,

1972; Williams, 1966).

t.

ydisrature sparcb Procedpregi

The studies reviewed here were located in an extensive search.

Principal sources included the Education Resources Information Cen-

ter (ERIC), Psychological Abstracts, Education Index, and Disserta-

tion Abstracts. In these sources; the keywords "ability grouping,"

"classroom organization," "Joplin Plan," "nongraded," and related

."°
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descriptions prOduced hundreds of 'citations. In addition, all cita-

; iti.::_;.other Aevielfs: and i'PePra4a4Y,SP8::Ite.reloC,ted, and citations

made in , primary sourceS Were f011owed -up. Every attempt was made .to

'obtain a complete 'Set Of published and unpubliShed studies _which met

the substantiVe....and methodollgical .criteria -000.1.00:labcp0,7Fur-

- ther, in a few cases where clarificatAlMif,Were needed about impor-
,,. t

tent StudieS, authors were Tontacte9:41,1ctly for additional infor-
,

tuition.

,CIMPILLAUSID a Effect ling

Throughout this review, effects of various ability grouping stra-

tegies are referred to in terms of effect size. Effect sizes were

generally computed as the difference between the experimental .and

.Control means 'divided by the.control. standard del:dation (Glass,

MCqaw, .14 Smith, -1181).. The control .group 'was ilways:the heterogene-
...;,-

'ous grouping plan, unless. -otherwise 'noted, -so -that 'a poSitiVe, effect

size implies greater learning in an ability grouped plan and a nega-
,.1.

tive value indicates an advantage for heterogeneous grouping. When

means or standard deviations were omitted in studies which met

inclusion criteria, effect sizes were estimated when possible from

,,

J.

t's, F's, or exact p values (see Glass et al., 1981).

Many of the studies in this review presented data on gain scores

without presenting pre- or posttest data. Effect sizes from

achievement gain scores are typically inflated, as standard devia-

tions of gain scores are less than those of pre- or posttest scores

to the degree that pre-post correlations exceed 0.5. If pre-post

-18.
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correlations are known, effect sizes from gain scores can be trans-
,

formed to the scale of posttest values using the following multi-

plier:

ES as (ES
gain pre-post

1 \

Because few studies presenting gain scores also provide pre-post

correlations, a pre-post correlation of +0.8 was assumed. This fig-

ure is a characteristic correlation.between fall and spring scores

on alternate forms of the California Achievement Test in the upper

elementary grades (CTB/McGraw-Bill, 1979). SubbLituting 0.8 in the

formula, a multiplier of 0.632 is derived, which was used to deflate

effect size estimates from gain score data. Because this value is

only a rough approximation, effect sizes from gain score data should

be interpreted with even more caution than is warranted 'for effect

sizes in general. ,

In studies in which pretest data were provided, effect sizes were

computed as =In scores, divided by the control group's post-test

standard deviation. This procedure adjusts effect sizes for any

differences in pretest scores. In a few cases, pretest and posttest

scores were from different tests. In these studies (e.g., Flair,

1964), experimental-control differences divided by control standard

deviations were computed for prf?.- and posttests, and the difference

between these is reported as the study's effect size. Since all

studies which met inclusion criteria presented either gain scores or

pre- and post-test scores or matched on pretests, all effect sizes

were adjusted for initial starting points.

-19-
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if studies ..idid not ..pr esent. e.nOugh.,:data to allaw..for cOmputation

...eff:ect soth,erwise ,.met, Criteria :par ....ins; 44 OAF ..,.0,ey.:VI)re

included in tables with .. on indication of the ...direction..and..,consis-.

tentcy of any achievement differences. In some cases only..grade

equivalent differences -Were given, 'and-these are s'presented Lin,the

table. Because the standard deviations of grade equivalents are

around 1.0 in upper elementary school, grade equivalent differences
may be considered very rough approximations of effect size.

In general, one overall effect size is presented for each study,

unless two or more different ability grouping plans were compared to

heterogeneous control groups in the same study (e.g., Cartwrtght and

McIntosh, 1972) or two distinct semples were studied (e.g.l. Borg,

1965). Multiple effects within a study were averaged tO obtain the

overall effect size estimate (see Bangert-Drowns, in press). if

studies presented adequate data, overall effect sizes were also bro-

ken down by subject (e.g., reading, mathematics) and by achievement

or ability level. Effect sizes by ability level should, be inter-

preted with particular caution, as they are often inflated because

standard deviations within subgroup categories are restricted in

range.

In this best-evidence synthesis, every effort was made to make

each effect size be a meaningful representation of the effect of

ability grouping on student posttest achievement, holding the post-
.

test standard deviation as the common metric. 'In all tables, ran-

domized studies are listed first, followed by matched studies pre-

-20-
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seating evidence of initial equality between, experimental and
control, groups, and then matched studies lacking:evidence of initial
equality. Within categories,, itudies with the largest samples sizes

;:7: . r

are lietedfirst. These procedures mean that effect bites from stu-
dies-listed earlier in each 'table should generally -be--givin -more

weight than those listed later.

However, it is important to remember that any effect size is ,only
a rough indicator of the. effect of se treatment. Many factors may

influence effect size, such as ,differences in subjects, measures,
experimental procedures, and study durations. Often, there are sub-
stantial nonszetematic differences in effect sizes for subgroups or 1,

for similar measures within the same study. For example, one study

by Breidenstine (1936) had a mean effect size of -.08, but effects
at particular grade levels ranged from -.89 to 4.54. In another

study by Slavin and Karweit (1985), effects of within-class abiliti5
grouping were +.64 for mathematics computations but .00 for math&
matics 'concepts and applications. Had $reidenstine (1936) studied
only one grade level or had Slavin and Unseat (1985) used only one

mathematics achievement measure, their results would have appeared
quite different. For these reasons, effect size data should always
be interpreted cautiously, in light of the quality and consistency
.of the studies from which they were de&ived.

-21-
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-A total of fourteen studies-of comprehensive ability-grouped

class assignment plans were located.

%,..

The major characteristics and findings of the fourteen studies

are summarized in Table 1. The randomized study is listed first,

followed by matched studies in descending order of sample size.

Table I Here

Inspection of Table 1 clearly indicates that the effects of com-

prehensive ability grouped class assignment on student achlevement

are zero. The median total effect size across the seventeen compar-

icons in fourteen studies is exactly zero, and the effect sizes

cluster closely around this value; of.thirteen comparisons which

yielded effect size data, eight fell in the range -.10 to +.10, and

eleven in the range -.15 to +.15. Effect sizes for reading and

mathematics did not exhibit any pattern different from that for ove-

rall effects. Further, little support appears in Table 1 for the

assertion chat high achievers benefit from ability grouping while

low achievers suffer. Three studies (Borg, 1965; Flair, 1964;

Tobin, 1966) found such a pattern, but three others (Bremer, 1956;

V -4,7 ....
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110till f 494.6 ; .
Morganste.rn, 1963). found. ,jugit the oppOsite, ..,ancL.Eark.!7.

. ... . .,
. .

er -Lunn ,(191-.0) a Goldber,- et al . 4190g -.... . .0. # loonier , 4962) ,. : and -,..R snki. et .,..

..:,,...,...... , ....:::!..,., .,;=-,........:, -.. :%.,.. ,,,...--.-...,....,,,;.-,..,,:,,,z..,.-.., .,--., ;,_,.,!:.-!):::. ,..,-.:..,....,......-,..:,.-.:...,,, .,.;!-..:: ."..--.. ......_

al.'(1930,--found-410 daftexencesecrOrding:toaChieveMent.leVels
_ .,

The, only randomiz,ed study, of ability grouped class _assignment is

one tg Cartwright and MacIntosh (1.972), who compwred--tiveR gr9,40.4g

methods in a school in Honolulu attended by disadvantaged students

from a 'housing project. The students were ethnically diverse, and

most came to school speaking Pidgin English and had to learn stan-

dard English as a second language. Students in grades 1-2 were ran-

domly, assigned to one of three treatments: Self-contained heteroge-
,

neous grouping, self-contained ability grouping, an&flexible. The

ability grouped students were,asOgned to relatively homogeneous

classes according to intellectual ability and reading achievement

without regard for grade level, so that the individual classes were

somewhat heterogeneous in chronological age. The flexible classes

were grouped for various subjects according to their performance

level in those subjects, again without.regard for grade level, and

were frequently regrouped as their progress during the year. war-

ranted. All three treatments were begun when students entered the

first and second grades and were continued for two years.

-
The dependent measures were scores on the Metropolitan Achieve

,
1

ment Test. As shown in Table 1, the heterogeneous classes had

higher scores in reading (Es = -.17) and in mathematics (ES4=-.52)

than the ability grouped classes. The heterogeneous classes also

achieved more in reading than the flexible classes (ES m-.28), but

there were no differences in mathematics.

-237
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Even though the Cartwright and MacIntosh (1972) study used random

- assignment to treatments, its results cannot be 4onsidered_conclu-

-sive evidence %against the use of ability grouped plass assignmfmt.

First, there was only one class at each grade level in each treat-

=ment,- restricting the podsibilities for -reducing -heterogeneity -by

ability grouping even more than is usually the case in elementary

ability grouping studies, Second, the population involved is quite

atypical, and generalization to other settings, even other disadvan-

taged schools, is difficult.

4.,+-

Since there is only one randomized study of ability grouped class

assignment and it has some important limitations, we must. look at

the best of the nonrandomized studies, those which used matching

procedures to equate nonrandomly assigned groups and inesented data

to indicate that the groups were, in fact initially equivalent in

4Z achievement or ability.

Three large, longitudinal studies done in the 1960',s stand out in

the study of ability grouped class assignment: Barker-Lunn's (1970)

study of streaming in English and Welsh junior schools, the Goldberg

et al. (1966) study of' diffri-ent grouping patterns in New York City

schools, and Borg's (1965) study in two Utah school districts.

Of these three studies, the Goldberg et al. (1966) study is per-

haps Or most remarkable. This study involved eighty-six grade five

classes in forty-five New York City elementary schools. Principals

of all New York schools submitted Otis Bp distributions of their

fourth grades. Only those schools with at.sjeast fow: students with

-.24-
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, a _of at leatit 130 were include.d the study *ample, which had
.

the effect (according to the authors), of restricting, 9%e sample to

iddi las part*, of the..scity ,The... principals ,of::;the:::601,ecte
-

i0hoo1 s were". aiked to 'assign 'student* tO class** for-the .1-ifth.'grade.
1 .6

,s

rics
4 1

to conform to any of fifteen grouping patterns, ranging f

extxemely narrow to extremely brotid.-.'"Extremely narrow" c1,4sses

included students falling within one IQ decile (e.g f 1120.4130) f or

those restricted to IQ 130 and up or 99 and below. "Extremely

broad" classes included a full range of students from below 99 to

above 130. Between these extremes were various moderately narrow

and moderately broad' patterns, classes containing students in two to

four, contiguous IQ deciles.

The principals were asked to keep students in the,designated

grouping patterns for two years, throughout grades 5 and 6, and only

those students who were in the same schools for the entire two-year

period (79% of the original maple) were included in the data analy-

ses.

With classes in fifteen grouping patterns, Goldberg et al, were'

able to simulate many alternative ,grouping arrangements. For exam-

ple, they could compare very homogeneous to very heterogeneous

grouping plans by comparing the achievement gains of all students in

one-decile classes to those in five-decile classes. They could

simulate provision of special classes for the gifted by comparing

five-decile (heterogeneous) classes to combinations of one-decile

(130+) and four decile (less than 99 to 130) classes, and so on.

,

-25-



.. pogo; tunately .,-Goldberg At._: al.. do not, present thei. r. actual .

:aphAev,emept: data, but only describe 490.4 48:At:- 41,. ger. enCek; aoi. 'pa t-,..

terns of ,findings However, the patterns they present consistently
,favor broad, heterogeneous grouping plans, for all students except
'for -the most 'gifted '(.1.30+) -who -did equally-well- =in 'broad- -or 'narrow-

4.7.7a

range classes. Presence of gifted 'students was beneficial for the
achievement of most students in most subjects, while the presence of

"
t

ri

,..,..

low achievers was neither beneficial nor detrimental overall. 7.
,
,.

.v

,.,
- The Goldberg et al. (1966) study is arguably the best evidence in t-,:,

-;-:

,1 existence against the possibility that reductions in IQ heterogene-
,,,.

ity can enhance student achievement in the upper elementary grades.

The size and rigor of the experiment make it, highly unlikely that
any non-trivial positive effect 'of ability grouiling could have been
missed. While most achievement comparisons in the Goldberg et al.

'5,1Y study were non-significant, the patterhs of mean differences and of
, those differences which were statistically significant support het-

erogeneous rather than ability grouped class assignments.

The BarkerLunn (1970) study in England and Nales similarly pro-
vides little support for ability grouped class assignment. This

study compared the achievement gains of students in 36 streamed

junior schools (serving students aged 7 to 11) and 36 unstreamed
schools, matched on social class. The streamed schools had a slight

advantage in achievement after one year, so the initial comparabil-
ity of the samples was questioned by the author; the year-to-year

scores and four-year longitudinal comparisons used first-year scores

as covariates to control for this initial difference.

-26-
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As in the .case of the Goldberg et al. (1966) study, Barker-Lunn

lgeee1t8 ...9nly,..;8ts4sticely isi.gnificant 9i.cferences_ and. :,trends...

Overall, there were no meaningcul trends favoring streamed -or 'non-

streaMed Schools. :A11,-*.but..a few coMparisons were now...significant, -.:'?.' 1;

. . . .

Abil' those':,which:,-Were:12Signiticant-,-were,"_eq ually,..4:likely:L':tolavor.1":::.:z;:..t.',:-:-.2:.',,.:,:.724-:;.'::.
. . . .

.. .
. .. .,.

streamed or unstreamed schools. Again, if there were any consistent

effect of ability grouped class assignment on student achievement, a 7,4;

study the size and quality of Barker-Lunn's would be very likely to

find it,

The third large,longitudinal study is one by Borg (1965), who

compared achievement gains in two adjacent districts in Utah, one of

which used heterogeneous grouping. Two elementary cohorts were

studied. One began in the fourth grade and was followed through

grade seven. Mother began in the sixth grade and was followed

through grade nine. 'The results for the sixth grade sample pre-

sented in Table 1 are only for the first year, as these students
went on to'junior high school beginning in grade seven.

Even though this study used as large a sample as Goldberg et al.

(1966) and Barker-Lunn (1970) and was also carefully controlled, the

nature of the samples involved make the results of this study less

conclusive. First, only two districts were involved, and any dif-
ferences between the districts other than the use of ability group-

ing are completely confounded with grouping practice. One district

served a small city, while the other served its outlying area, so
unmeasured population differences may have been operating. Second,

-27-
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.while the two districts' mean pretest scores were equal within each

mIQ category, the proportion of high-IQ Students .w.es-tigher-in.,the

diatrict using heterogeneous grouping, particularly in the sixth

grade sample. Third, the districts involved had been using their

respective grouping Methods for many ye-0;8,-8o that the-studehtS

being studied had been in ability grouped or heterogeneous classes

Ior three years (the grade four sample) or five,years (the grade six

sample). Any effects of grouping may have already been registered

before the study began.

The results of the Borg (1965) study were inconsistent, but in

general the longituanal data following fourth graders indicated

that ability grouping was.beneficial for the achievement of high-IQ

students, detrimental for that of low-IQ students, and neutraLfor

average-IQ students. After one year, high- and average-1Q students

scored higher in ability-grouped than in heterogeneous classes, but

by the seventh grade this difference had disappeared. High- and

average abhieving sixth graders gained more in ability grouped than

in heterogeneous classes, but these differences also dissipated in

junior high school.

One well designed (but fifty year old) study by Hartill (1936)

compared ability grouped to heterogeneous class assignment in fif-

teen New York City schools. Students in grades five and six were

assigned to ability grouped or heterogeneous classes for one semes-

ter, and were then reassigned to classes according to the opposite

grouping pattern for a semester. Not only were the students their

-28 -
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,own controls (since they experienced both grouping planfq but they

, were individpally matched with_one en9ther, so that the grlow whAch

experienced,ability grouping first was identical in IQ to that which

experienced heterogeneous grouping first. The resuits indicated

that low-IQ students achieved slightly 'better in ability grouped

classes (ES is +AM, high-IQ students achieved slightly ,better in

heterogeneous classes (ES.- r.12), and. óverage-IQ stude.nts. achieved

equally well in the two grouping plans. Overall, achievement gains

".were identical in the ability grouped and heterogeneous Classes.

Another important early study was one by Rankin et al. (1936),

who compared students matched on achievement level in three pro-

grams. One wasJiraditional ability grouped class assignment done .

within grade levels, except that in mathematics thege classes used a

program_essentially identical to modern group-paced mastery learning

(see Block 4 Anderson, 1976)., An3ther, called 'vertical grouping,"

assigned students to classes according to their level of achievement

without regard for their grade level. This procedure produced such

homogeneous classes that reading groups within the classes were con-
:,

sidered unnecessary. The third plan involved heterogeneous grouping

of classes, with the additional requirement that within-class abil-

ity grouping (including use of reading groups) was not allowed.

Teacher and administration attitudes toward this heterogeneous plan

were quite negative, as the degree of heterogeneity in these classes

was great and teachers were unable to use any form of grouping to

accommodate student differences. However, achievement differences

between the two ability grouped plans and the heterogeneous classes

-29-
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were small for the ability grouped plan (ES m +.05) and tor the

"vertical" plan (ES m +.07).

A four-year study of streamed and unstreamed junior schools in

England. by Daniels (1961) compared two _pairs of Schools. _The,,,

schools themselves were selected from the same districts and were

found to have nearly identical mean Students were individu-

ally matched on DO within the schools. After three and one-half

years, the students in the unstreamed schools were achieving at a

significantly higher level than those in the streamed schools (ES m

-.26). However, other multi-year studies (Breidenstine, 1936; '

Tobin, 1966) found effects near zero, and Morgenstern, who followed

students from the fourth to the sixth grade, found a small benefit

of ability grouping (EC ml +.15).

Some authors (e.g., Good and Brophy, 1984) have suggested the use

of a modified ability grouping plan in which high and average

achievers are'mixed and average and low achievers are mixed. How-
,

ever, a study by Lnnmer (1962) found no achievement benefits of such

a plan (ES -.04).

In addition to the studies listed in Table 1, a few studies have

correlated the degree of heterogeneity in classes with student

achievement. Justman (1968) found that the reading achievement of

third graders increased slightly more in heterogeneous than homoge-

neous classes, with average and low achieving classes gaining the

most from heterogeneity. Leiter (1983) found no correlation between

class homogeneity and third grade reading and mathematics achieve-
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ment, controlling for ,the previous year's scores, although there was

4.$.00r;t
. .

matheMat.ica achievement- in more. hOmogeneous .classea. Edroinstonand
Benfer . (1949) divided sixteen, classes of fifth and sixth graders

-

into classes with-wide and narrow IQ 'ranges.- "Overt--leix -months, -stu-
dents in the wide range classes gained significantly more in compo-

site achievement than did students in narrow range classes.

AUMIBLES Oilista =AMA galiss AmiSAIneat Given

the persistence of the practice over time and the belief teachers

stypically place in its effectiveness, it is 13,u'rprising to see how

unequivocally the research evidence refutes the assertion that abil-

ity grouped class assignment can increase student achievement in

elementary schools. There is a considerable quantity of good qual-

ity research on this topic, such that any impact of grouping on

achievement would surely have been detected.

Several earlier reviews have made the claim that ability grouping

is beneficial for high-ability students and detrimental for low-a-

bility students (e.g., Bash, 1961; Esposito, 1973; Begie, 1975).

This claim is not clearly supported by the present review. It is

possible that a clearer pattern emerges in secondary studies, but it

is more likely that confusion arises when studies of special pro-

grams for the gifted and for low achievers are included in ability

grouping reviews. Studies of special programs for the gifted tend

to find achievement benefits for the gifted students (7. Kulkik and

C, L. Kulik, 1984; Passow, 1979) , while studies of mainstreaming vs.
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-apecial educationfor students.with learning._problems_tend to favor:

.regularclasa,-;placementIMadden
Por :this reason,n

:including Studies ..'.0Vspecial programs:for. the:.l4tedanClearni3Og.

disabled in reviews of_ability grouping,: as -wasi.done-by Begle

(1975) Borg (.,196.5) , i'indley iBriran. 'L19704And.,,Othersi

the impredgion:that .ability grouping- is. bemefici,a1 for high achiev-

.ers and'Iletritilental for' low achievers. However, it 40 14)tely:that

characterittics of special accelerated programs for the lifted

account for the effects of gifted programs, notthe fact of separate

±:

Pt'

grouping per se (see Fox, 1979). Also, problems of selection bias

in nonrandomized studies of programs for the gifted and for students ,

with learning problems bias the results of these studies toward the

tligher placement, spuriously favoring separate programs for the .

gifted and mainstream placement for low achievers (see Borg, 1965;

Slavin, 1984a) .

zaszauppisi fax Maths And JJattiernatics

In many elementary schools, reading and/or mathematics is sched-

uled at the same time for all students in a particular grade. At

=A that,time, students leave their heterogeneous homeroom classes to

receive reading or mathematics instruction in a class that is more

homogeneous in the skills in question.

Previous reviews and meta-analyses (e.g., Borg, 1965; Findley &

Bryan, 1970; C. L. Kulik and J. Kulik, 1984) have not made a clear

distinction between regrouping and ability grouped class assignment.

Yet there are several important theoretical reasons to do so.
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First, regrouping minimizes the presumed negative psychological

effects of ability grouping. Students spend most of the day in het-

erogeneous classes, yith which they almost oertainly identify. Sec-
3

ond, regrouping is always done on the basis of actual performance in

reading or mathematics, not on IQ, and is usually flexible, so that

any errors in assignment or changes in student level of achievement

can be easily accommodated by moving students to different sections.

For these reasons, it is likely that regrouping can produce much

more homogeneity in the'skills being taught than can ability grouped

class assignment, wtich is usually based on IQ or general achieve-

ment and is relatively inflexible.

Unfortunately, there is neither the number nor the quality of

studies of regrouping to enable definitive conclusions concerning

the effectiveness of such plans. Only three studies used matching

and presented evidence of initial equality. Pour additional studies

lacked evidence of initial equality but did adjust posttests for

pretests and other variables. Overall, five of the seven studies

found that students learned more in regrouped than in heterogeneous

classes, while two found the opposite trend. '(See Table 2.)

Table 2 Here

Two of the studies investigated the practice of regrouping for

reading only. One of these was a large study by Moses (1966)
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involving 54 classes in rural Louisiana. This carefully controlled

study held constant time and instructional materials in matched

experimental and control classes. NO considtent differences were

found in reading achievement. However, a study by Berkun, Swanson,

& Sawyer ,(1966) did find significantly greater _gains for regrouped

than for self-contained reading classes (ES m +.32). MOwever, this

article provides few details of the treatment procedures, and,may

suffer from pretest differences between the experimental and control

groups (all data presented are posttests adjusted for pretests).

A study by Provus (1960) of regrouping for mathematics provides

the best evidence in favor of this practice. Experimental students

in eleven classes in a suburb of Chicago were regrouped from their

heterogeneous homerooms into relatively homogeneous mathematics

classes at the same grade level. Achievement gains for students in

these classes were ommpared tO those of students matched on IQ who

remained in heterogeneous classes all day. One effect of the

regrouping waR to allow high achievers to be exposed to material far

above th .ade level; there were cases of fourth graders finish-

ing the yc working on eighth grade material. Perhaps for this

reason, achievement gains for high ability students in the regroup-

ing program were much greater than those of comparable control stu-

dents (ES = +.79), but the program was less spectacularly beneficial

for average ability (ES m +.22) and low ability students (ES m

-34-
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ln contrast, Davis & Tracy (1963) found that regroupinq for
,

. 4 t.

mathematics was detrimental to, the ac.:Aevement of students ,in a

.«
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schools and there were substantial achievement differences at pre-

test. Also, it is important_to noWthat.410 attempt_ wss,1114$*0

provide differentSated. materials to the. regroved classes; all

classes used grade level-appropriate texts.

Finally, three studies investigated the effects of regrouping in

multiple subjects. In a study by Koontz (1961) in Norfolk, Virgi-

nia, experimental students were separately grouped according to

their achievement in reading, mathematics, and language. At other

times students remained in "intact classes," but it is unclear

whether these were ability grouped or heterogeneous. This method

approaches a departmentalized arrangement, as students changed

classes three or four times each day. Its effects on all three sub-

jects involved turned cat to, be negative, particularly for reading,

where the heterogeneous, self-contained classes gained .42 grade

equivalents more than the regrouped students. A study by Balow and

Rudell (1963) evaluated regrouping for reading and math, and found

positive effects in both subjects for average and low achievers.

However, pretest differences favoring the experimental (regrouped)

classes throw some doubt on these findings.

Finally, Morris (1969) studied a program in which regrouping was

done for reading and math, The program was called a "nongraded pri-

mary plan" by the author, but since regrouping was done within grade
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levels, it was categorized as a regrouping,program. Overall student

achieyement, at the end of three years waschigher in the regroupohd

classes than in heterogeneous.controL groups, controlling for P2 (SS

= +.43). After two more years during which all students, .experimen-

tal as well as control, were in a regrouping-plan,-theLformer-kexper-

imental students had _greatly increased their advantage, over the con-

trol group (ES = +1.20).

Summary And Discussioo: Aussoing for &tiding IDA JAIhtsgAtira.

Overall, the results of Studies of regrouping for reading and itathe'!

matics are inconclusive. None-of the grouping patterns evaluated

were consistenqy, successful, althoughone ltudy (Provus, 1960)-gave

strong evidence favoring the.uite f- regrouping in mathematics if

students are given materials appropriate to theit levels'Of parlor-

mance. Another study (Norris, 1969) found Strong positive effects
.-;44

of regrouping for reading and mathematics. 'This Study also .eMpha- 4
sized adaptat.ion of the level of instruction to accommoOate student

differences. In contrast to the Situation with ability grouped
.

class assignment, where there is adequate high quality evidence to

conclude that no important effects of ability grouping exist, it is

still quite possible that regrouping for one.or two subjects is

instructionally effective, and evidences from studies of Joplin and

nongraded plans, summarized in the following section, provides some

support for this possibility. However, more research is needed to

establish the achievement effects of regrouping within grade levels.
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. .The-J.Oplik_rd.an 010301 PAO. is in:_its simplest-form an exten-

sion of regrouping for reading to allow for grouping by:reading

level across grade level lines. This practice typically creates

reading.classes in which all students are working at the-Same-Or

most two reading levels, so that within-m..110.m aosIity grouping may

be reduced or_el.iminated. 'The tradeOff between w*th,in-,clasit-(re*O"

ing groups), and between-class (Joplin) ability groupingis.a pivotal

issue in studies of the Joplin plan?, which may.be conceptual.ized-not

as ability grouping vetsus heterOgeneous grouping but as betWeen7..

versuswithin7class grOuping (see, for eXample,,MewOort, 1967). In

contrAst, studies of regrouping for -reading Within grades:maintain

reading,groups with.in the class, although there may be.some reduc-

tion in the number of reading groups used.

Nongraded plans share with the Joplin plan the idea of .gtouping

students according to performance level in a specific skill, ignor-

ing grade level or age. Some forms of nongraded grouping are very

similar to the Joplin plan, except that they are applied ia the pri-

mary rather than intermediate grades and have been utilized in sub-

jects other than reading. Some nongraded plans incorporated the

practice of allowing students to spend two or four years in the pri-

mary grades if their progress warranted acceleration or additional

time, respectively, but it is unclear how often students actually

deviated from the three-year norm, One study (McLoughlin, 1970)

found that students in nongraded plans hardly ever completed the
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'primary grades in less than three years and. took four years to do so

no,More often than did students in graded clazses.
.

.

Table 3 Here

4

Table 3 summarizes the research on the Joplin Plan and Jevlin-
.,

like nongraded plans. The Table includes ieveral studiep (e.g.,

Hillson et al., 1964) whose experimental groups were described as

nongraded or ungraded but which more closely resembled the Jogin

Plan, in that only one subject (usually reading) Was involved. The

studio:4; listed in Table 4 evaluated more comprehensive nongraded

plp. Involving several subjects and such additional features as

team teaching, individualized instruction, and learning centers.

BoWever, it should be noted that the division of studies of non-

graded plans into Tables 3 and 4 is not exact. Several studies do

not adequately describe their nongraded plans, and others vary on a

continuum from completely Joplin-like (e.g., Skapski, 1960) to

highly complex flexible grouping plans (e.g., Bowman, 1971). As

nongraded plans incorporate more of the features proposed by Goodlad

and Anderson (1963), they cease to be just ability grouping plans,

but come to resemble forms of the open classroom (Giaconia and

Sedges, 1982) or of Individually Guided Education (Klausmeier, Ross-

miller, & Saily, 1977).

-.38-
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Overall,, the ev idence... ,Table.. 3 t.r ongly SuppOrts./..the.use,
" . .

Jopl$,O..' plank. . Jopl. in classes .echieved ,more ,:t4an -control --v1486es in .

eleven 2.0.t fourteen :001:44,t!,89n.ar..)40r...Vie.:70,?Ma.i.0,ng,..".tkree:Izaudies... ... _.. ._:.,,
. . .

finding no di.fferences. .The.:.med1 an :,:ef...f4Ct:::61.8e.;,lar .theSe:.,804.160- is

.,of

utiing...tanciomy-tissignment atid..:ten utt.i:ng:Aet0h:iji , .

.

initial equality.

Morgan and, Stucker (1960) conducted a randomized study of the

Joplin Plan in rural Michigan. Fifth ands,iixO 'grade stAdeOs xere .

matched on reading achievement and then randomly, assigned,to lour

arci foUr cow.rol'classe,01 Tiachere were alSo ran4omly

asSigned treatMents. Because. there...Were Only:tWOjopOn:claBses,::,.
n:,, :

at :each. grade :level, the amount Of ..;proZsirgrade,::gr'oupilng
.

be done was limited, and control groups were ability grotiped (within

grade), yet the .authors still document a. consii.derable redOction in

class heterogeneity as.a result of cross-grade .askignment.

Results indicated significantly higher achievement in the,Joplin

Plan for high and low achievers in fifth grades and low, achievers in

the sixth grades. The authors explain the failure to find expert-.

mental-control .differences for high achieving sixth grades by noting

that because of the small number of classes involved in the study,

high achieving sixth graders could not be accelerated as much as

would have been possible with larger numbers of classes. Whatever

the explanation, larger experimental-control differences for low

achievers (ES a +.94) than for high achievers (ES cm +.32) are

t,.
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'.entirely, due to the lack of differen4a1 gains for high ,achieving

;40414:-.1r4d,;!1'41
:

,

111 neon. Jones, Moore, and Van Devender (1904) studied a non-
-, _

graded program similar to the Joplin Flan. They randomly assrigned

students and teachers to nongraded or traditional classes Students

ck.

in the nongraded ,,c14moses .were .assigned .to. heteroge.nequt :classes but :.
. . . 4. ... .

.. regrouped 'acrOser.:Irade leVels.:.f Or -1:readirig. -Tbey::prOOteded...through'.

nine reading levels, and were continually regrouped.on the basis of

their ,reading performanCe. Within each feadiqg class teachers had

multiple reading groups and used traditional basal readers and

instructional methods (J. W. Moore, Personal Communication, January

23, 1966).

The results of this study supported the efficacy of the nongraded

program. After three semesters, reading ,ecores for experimental

students on three standardized scales were conZiderably highers than

for control students (ES go +.72, or about .41 grade equivalents).

After three years in the program, experimental-control differences

had diminished, but were still moderately positive (ES al +33)

(Jones, Moore, and Van Devender, 1967).

Ten studies compared Joplin or Joplin-like nongraded classes to

matched control caasses and presented evidence of initial compar-

ability. The largest of these (Russell, 1946) was done before Floyd

(1954) first described the Joplin plan, but evaluated a very similar

intervention. Students in grades 4-6 were regrouped for reading

without regard to grade level. This created relatively homogeneous
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groups, but homogeneity was increased. still_ further .by the use of

res,ding gronpS, withi, the. classes, ,(ustaa,lly, too), ,by,,,revietOog

modifying group assignments four times per year. SA:udents in this

plan, called "circling," were matched with student in other schools

-, which did not regroup for reading and followed for two years, from

the beginning ct grade 4 to the beginning of grade 6. Results indi-

cated no differences between the two types of grouping plans (ES m

.00).

It is interesting to note that the only other matched equivalent

study to find no advantage for, the Joplin plan also used reading

groups within the regrouped reading classes. This was a study by

Carson and Thompson (1964), in which studOnts in grades 4-6 were

regrouped across grade lines for reading but were still assigned to

reading groups within their reading classes. These students' gains

in reading achievement were compared to those of students assigned

by ability (within grade) to selfu!contained claeses.

The eight remaining matched equivalent studies all found positive

effects of Joplin or Joplin-like nongraded plans on student achieve-

ment. For example, Green and Riley (1963) compared the Joplin Plan

to the traditional methods in use in the same schools during the

previous year. Students in the Joplin classes gained significantly

more in reading achievement thin did students in the earlier years

(ES la +.36)

In a study by Hart (1959), grade 4-5 students were regrouped into

nine reading classes. Seven of these had only one reading level,
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lonehad two/ and one,had four very 10* achieving groups .(butmay

have used,fewer than:four reading,groups in the_claaaroom).. The top
" .

.

'cl,ass was .reading.At the Seventh grade level, and7the:bott00.-Claid

contained students_ ranging f tom, primer .to second grade,' -seCond

-.Students comparect_toIthoseof.-..skudents.,-...

taught by the-same- teachers -the previous year. Gai.ns on: the Cali-

'fornia Achievement Test strongly favored the Joplin- approach (ES a
. .,.

449)4 In both the fourth and the fifth grades, Joplin groups

gained about a full grade equivAlent more than did heterogeneously

grouped classes in earlier years.
777,': Rothrock (1962) also compared Joplin Plan classes to heterogene-
1.."

ous classes which used withinclass ability grouping, and found sig-

nificantly positive effects on student reading achievement and

work-study skills, averaging .44 grade equivalents more than in het-

erogeneous classes. An individualized reading program fell between
14,

47' the Joplin and heterogeneous programs in achievement effects, Green

- and Riley (1963) found consistently greater reading achievement

gains in Joplin Plan classes than in matched-heterogeneously grouped

classes in different schools (ES si 4.36). Every experimental class

gained significantly more than its corresponding control class, and

the average experimental-control difference in grade equivalents was

.54. Anastasiow (1968) found no significant differences between a

Joplin-type regrouping plan and heterogeneous grouping, but the

trends favored the Joplin Plan groups.(ES 4.15).

,y

-;;.

t.
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Moorhouse (1964) compared la school using the Joplin Plan to a

heterogeneously grouped, control. ec400l. The, students in grades 4-4

were grouped in seven reading classes. Three classes contained ont

reading level three contained two, and one (the lowest) gontained

students.from five levels, -with a range -ftom:first-to-third2grade

levels. The top class ,had students working at the seventh and ,

eighth grade level. The authors note that three quarters of all

students in the Joplin classes were working at a level different

from the ones usually used at their grade level. Unfortunately, the

results of the Moorhouse study are marred,by.pretest differences

favoring the control groups in grades 4 and 6. However, at all

three'grade levels (inoludi4g grade five, where therewere ao pre-

test differences), Joplin classes,geined conskderably,more.in read-

ing achievement than heterogeneous control classes, averaging gains.

of 1.24 grade equivalents in one'Semesterp. more than twice the gains

seen in control classes (.61 GE).

Experimental and control classes were followed for a total of

five semesters. By the end of sixth grade, fourth graders had

gained a total of .50 grade equivalents more than control. Fifth

graders had gained about .40 grade equivalents by the end of sixth

grade, but lost this advantage by the eighth grade. Sixth graders,

who made the greatest gains initially, maintained most of that gain

through the eighth grade. Overall, the patterns of results indicate

that achievement gains due to the Joplin Plan were primarily seen

early in the program implementation and then diminished as students

entered the junior high school.
.tt)

'4 1
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Ingram (1960) ,evaluated a nongrade4 program very, similar to that

, studied, by .Hillson,.et al. ( 190 4.) . . !Students in grades 173 were
, .

,

.
.

_

assigned to one ,of nine, reading levels without regard to age. .As .

: ,.'

'

:sr, .
-o'i

students moved from grade to grade, they picked up where they had

left off in the previous year. Teachers generally had-More-than one

reading group within their reading classes :As in the Hinson et

al. (1964) study, the results ,strongly supported the nongraded

approach. By the end of three years, students in the nongraded pro-

gram were achieving approximately .7 grade equivalents ahead of

similar studentb in earlier years before nongrading (ES a +.55) on

standardized reading, spelling, and language tests.

Halliwell,(1963) evaluated a nongraded primary program that was

virtually identical to the Joplin Plan. Students in grades 1-3 were

regrouped for reading only, and remained in heterogeneous classes

the rest of the day. Spelling was also included in the regrouped

classes for second and third graders$ The article is unclear as to

whether within-class grouping was used in regrouped reading classes,

but there is some indication that reading groups were not used.

Results indicated considerably higher reading achievement in non-
.

graded classes than in the same school the year before nongrading

was introduced (ES = +.59). Ocores were higher for nongraded stu-

dents at every grade level, but by far the largest differences were

for first graders, who exceeded earlier first grade classes by .94

grade equivalents (ES m +1.22).
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it is tnportant to note that mathematics achievement,,measured,at

,these,cond.,:,and..thir4:9F,ade,..lOVA3! St a;.411:1: Inoce ...

in the nongraded classekthan in previous:11'ms (ES 0 +51),. Since,

mathematics was not part of the nongraed pkogrem, th.is firlding sug-
:

gents the possibility-that factors other-than the nongraded program

might account for the increases in student achievement. 4owever,

the author notes that teachersclaimed to have been,able to devote

more time to mathematics because the nongraded program required less

time for reading, spelling, and language instruction than they had

spent on these subjects in previous years.

A study by Skapski (1960) also evaluated the use of nongraded

organization for reading only.f. The details of the nongraded program

were not clearly described, but it apPears that reading groups were

not used within regrouped classes and that curricula and teaching

methods were traditional. Two comparisons were made. First, the

reading scores of students in the nongraded program were compared to

the same students' arithmetic scores, on the assumption that since

arithmetic was not involved in the nongraded plan any differences

would reflect an effect ofnongrading. Results of this vomparison

indicated that second and third grade-aged students achieved an

average of 1.1 grade equivalents higher in reading than in arith-

metic,

Further, scores of third graders who had spent three years in the

nongraded program were compared to those of students in two control

schools matched on IQ. Results indicated that the nongraded stu-

-.45-
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dents achieved at, a much higher level in reading than did control

-,1.4tuderktp_AmgliAis57), but,there were no dif;erfnces in arithmetic.

MfferenCes were paticularly large for students with :Ws of 125 or

b4gher (ES se +.97)1, twt were still quite substantial for students

t'

-with IQ's in the range 88-112 (ES

Only one study evaluated the use of nongraded program in mathe-

matics. This study (Hart, 1962) took place in the same school which

evaluated the Joplin Plan in reading in its intermediate grades

(Hart, 1959). Experimental students Were regrouped Cot arithmetic

instruction across grade lines, and were taught as a whole class.

Students were frequentll assessed on arithmetic skills and reas-

signed to different classes if their performance indicated that a

different level of instruction was needed. Experimental students

who had spent three years in the nongraded arithmetic program were

,
matched on IQ, age, and socioeconomic status with students in simi-

lar schools using'traditional methods. It is not stated whether

control classes used within-class ability grouping for arithmetic

instruction. Results indicated an advantage of about one-half grade

equivalent for the experimental group (ES = +.46).

summm ADA woussion: lasalla 21AD. Considered together, the

results of the Joplin and Joplin-like nongraded plans are remarkably

strong. Both randomized studies found positive effects on student

achievement, as did all but two of the ten matched equivalent stu-

dies.
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Only four studies presented results according to student ability

levels. Morgan and Stucker (1960) found stronger positive effects

of the Joplin plan for low than for high achievers, 'while MoorhOuse

(1964) found the largest gains for lush and average achievers, and

Kierstead (1963) found no experimental-zontrol differences at any

level of ability. Skapski's (1960) rclults indicated that very able

students benefited the most from a Joplin-like nongraded reading

program. In no case did one subgroup gain at the expense of

another; either all ability levels gained more than their control

counterparts or (in the ease of the Kierstead study) none did.

gsaualhenelve 122naxAged 21ans

Throughout its history, the concept of "nongradedness" has been

presented as an ideal to which schools may aspire rather than as.a

as a specific program which they may impaement. Many of the studies

of nongraded plans, especially of the Joplin-like variations, apolo-

gize for their failure to fully live up to the "nongraded" ideal.

As noted earlier, implementations of programs described as nongraded

have ranged from simple regrouping plans for reading to very complex

interventions. For example, Carbone :1961, p. 88) poses the follow-

ing "six questions to be considered in discussing the concept of

nongrading:

1. Do we have clear statements of our instructional objectives

organized in a realistic sequence and covering the entire

span of our program? (Objectives)
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2. Do we have a sufficient variety of instructional materials

.on different levels of sophistication_po that,each teachler

can adjust instruction to the range of abilities found in

each classroom?s (Instructional materials)

3. Are we able to move toward greater-individualization of

instruction so that pupils can actually progress at indi-

vidual rates (Individualized instruction)

4. Are we willing to use grouping practices that are flexible

enough to allow easy movement from group to group within a

class and from class to class within a school? (Grouping

practices)

5. Do we have evaluation devices, based on our instructional

objectives, that wil.1 provAde clear, evidence of pupil

attainments and thus facilitate our decisions on grouping

and progress?. (Evaluation devices)

6. Are we sufficiently committed to that educational Shibbo-

leth -- recognizing individual differences -- to do some-

thing about the the differences that we have so long only

"recognized"? (Human factors)"

Examples of recommended practices grouped under these six ques-

tions include use of self-teaching and self-testing materials, inde-

pendent study on projects appropriate to students' interest, abili-

ties, and needs, use of independent study or instruction to very

small groups (2-6 students) at least two-thirds of the day, and

variable amounts of time in which students graduate. In this ideal

form, the nongraded elementary school is closer in conception to
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individualized instruction or to the open school *an it is to the

Joplin Plant, which does not use individualized Anstruction,and

reduceS or eliminatti withit-class abili y grouping.

Unfortunately, 'studies of nongr vr.ogr ems of ten, do not specify 1

exactly what was implemented. The Atudie0 reViewed in .this section
.,1

evaluated nongraded plans which clearly involvad several, subjects
and a commehensive approach to nengrad;ng as well as a few,in which

z-

the nongraded plan was only briefly described.

-,,,-
Overallfi the studies-of comprehensiVe nongraded: plans are. let*

consistent in finding benefits:of 'thepe'programs thaw:are studies of. 7.. : :- :. _ . :,,,,,,, t
. .i

:,4-.

179131i4'like nongradedplansu-but the.0040.:0004:..size Is_itill ,....
..,

,:;.. moderately pooitive (ES r +49), ..-HoweVerv.there;:is4.tindency for
2 !.

+-..:

'2. . the higher-quality studies to produce larger:effect sizetthan the ..,,i..,
.t.,..

,J,4v

lowee-quality ones. For example, a large Aatched.oequivalent st4dy,..
, ''N'

--xf:- by Hickey (1963) found that students in mongraded primaries in seven
4.-.

Catholic schools learned significantly more after three years than_

--;°- did students in similar graded schools-(ES m +.46). Sim4ar results

1T

were obtained in matched equivalent studies by Buffie (1962; ES in

+.35), Pentacle (1971; ES an +.31 grade equivalents), and Machiele
V

(1965; Es +.50). Wwever, in none of these studies were the non-
fl

4fs,.

",
:

graded programs clearly described.

Brody (1970) evaluated a nongraded program in which first and

second graders had to pass a series of sequential steps in several

subjects at 90% mastery, and were placed in groups according to

their mastery of specific skills (regardless of grade level). Ver-
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tical advancement of students was strongly emphasized. At the time

Asseasmentl, firat.graders had been in We PrPC;Aa One yea; and

second graders,two years, but both groups of stndents2gaine4 signi-

ficantly more than did students matched on N in graded classes (ES

4.26). -Effects were particularly-large in mathematics-(ES

+.52). This study was somewhat flawed by the fact that before

matching, the nongraded students were 5.4 points higher in IQ than

their graded counterparts.
. .

. .

L.;

ff_

Tile only matched equivalent study to find no differences in

achievement between nongraded and s*aded programs was one by Otto

(1969), which took place in a laboratory school at the University of

Texas. Unlike most of the studies of comprehensive nongraded plans,

the Otto study fully described the nongraded intervmtion, which was

designed to be a full-scale implementation of the Goodlad and Ander-

son (1963) nongraded plan.

Unfortunately, experimental and control groups did not differ on

many elements held to be essential to the nongraded program. Teach-

ers of the nongraded classes did assign students to instructional

groups across grade lines and did have students use more individual-

ized materials and provided less whole-class instruction than did

teachers in the graded program. ,However, the nongraded classes did

not use more subgroups than graded classes and did not reduce the

heterogeneity of subgroups. Because the experiment took place in a

laboratory school, it may be that control classes were of high qual-

ity and control teachers may have used many aspects of nongrading in
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their cl.esseik !It is...i.nterestkag,, to note: that another -,at.udy a

pnirosity.,4aboratory .achoox ay, ..:,Itosa 'faiXed to fiad .difr

f erenCe 400401 nongradéd and graded, -claii008 .(ES, 06GE).

Perhaps;:the.:MOSt icOMprebenSiVe:....nongreded,.-pc_overk-'-:'evakuated-.out---
'.' ,

side .of a vi1iversity ,-kabor-atOry sch001-:14a14.-i_Plie,.:EittidteC..

(1971), in which individual'imed insitruCtion, team.:teaOhiag,:*,

grouping, and learning ceaters were used. This,one-year titudyffon

strong positive effects on the achievement of.. interediate students
(ES la +.52) but not of primary students, (ES ai .06). Killough (1972)

'EO
also found significantly positiie -effects of a comprehensive non-

!

_

graded program implemented 4n an openr space school, although the

details of the intervention are not described.

The only study to find higher achievement in graded than ungraded

schools was also perhaps the lowest in methodologi,cal quality. This,

is a study by Carbone (1961) which compared the achieVement of stu-
dents in traditional graded schools to those in schools mentioned by
Goodlad and Anderson (1959) as nongraded, controlling for IQ scores.
The students involved were in grades four, five, and six, which is
to say one, two, or three years (respectively) after their experi-
ence in the nongraded primary. Further, there were substantial IQ
differences between the two sets of students, and teacher questionn-
naires indicated very few differences between the two sets of teach-
ers in reported classroom practices.

Another study, by Hopkins, Oldridge, and Williamson (1965), found

no achievement differences between graded and nongraded classes
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'1'

ontrolling sfor I -The article does not s cif e

used, but the first author (It D. Hopkins, Personal Communkcar

on, February 12,1986)- -indicated that-.-the nongradedteachers were

..-rrtrying:.to.impl.ement,.nongrading...84.-suggtec4::::Irtiy.1"Gooidl.a And.,?:Ander5-.

:

ac.

t is .interesting to note that, prohably beckon it appeared

early in the nongrading movement, the Carbone (1961): study was taken

hy several revieweris of ,this literature as a. serious counterweight

to the positive- findings.:of. other studies. - Por example, this wad

the only negative evidence cited sin a review, done by the, National
-Education ;%ssociation (1967) , -yet the reyiew- conclUded that "no con-

? , .

elusive ,data favoring nongraded organization over the ,graded or
graded over the nongrdded can -be, found in studies, made so %far, but

04 preponderance, ,of studies appears to, be favorable (page 169).

ruanit*s And Zgallartskeirjae sig240.11110 Overall,

the data from studies of comprehensive nongradid: plans supports the
. .

1Viv

:P.

4:3

use of this grouping plan (also see Pavan, 1973). Excluding studies
done in university laboratory schools and the seriously flawed Car-
bone (1961) study, the median effect size rises to about +.33. Two

studies (Hickey, 1963; Buffie, 1962) found that the effects of non-
giaded programs were particularly positive for high achievers, and
Bowman (1971) found that older students benefitted more Ilan younger

ones. It may be that students need a certain level of maturity or
self-organizational skills to benefit from a continuous-progress
program which includes a good deal of independent work.

:.
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. '1

is reseorch.:on .betWeerr,c10130,..ablaity

dies met the criteria ;or inclusion'appied 'in thie 'review (one

additional study, by Put brese (1972) * al so used random gnment --
Out was omitted because it had only one exEerimental and one control 4,
class). Second, the ,duration of wit4in-clac!s Abilitty grouping stu-

dies is shorter, with most studies lasting about one semester.

Table 5 here

c

Research on within-class ability grouping is summarized in Table

5. Every study which met the inclusion criteria involved the use of

math groups, although Jones (1948) also studied grouping in reading

and spelling. The lack of studies of grouping in reading is sur-
prising. It may be that this practice is so widespread that forma-
tion of ungrouped control groups is difficult to arrange, even on an
experimental basis.

Every study of within-class ability grouping in mathematics
favored the practice, though not always significantly. The median

effect size for the five randomized studies is +.32; including

t.t
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?mot

latched:. et.0i.es.-,00.1:08-. the vme.clins jtvest4Oies
roke4pOwna4i0V..010.0Pk....ettePti:-.-Y.4010.enta,410Y1.1001.14,014t.there.,

no ear pattern--.:of.,:ixesul-te;,:;favot.$4*-J40.$1:tt,,grouping.. .
, . :_,

. : . . . .

'nother subgroup. . Every .441)0t.Oup 'gal ned_mOr.e Lin,s:ClaSSeik_ueing_01.th.- - ,---
4.ungroU d .'.-treattnents:

4t is interetting 'to
.

low achievers (ES al +.65) was _higher than that ;for 'average (ES. II

+.27) or high achievers (ES +.41).

Slavin and garweit OM) conducted two largL,randomixed studies
of withitr.,class ability irouping, one in highlr Oeterogeneoust
racially mixed schools, in-,WiImiongtorit DE::(Expe:OMent :1)4, and one-,--in

relatively hp*Oseneou.s, ,pre09004t.44 white : adh.oR1.0 4-arid a;cuncl,
. s

Hagerstown; bib (Experiment 2).

In Experiment 1, gF)ade 4 6 claases, were randoOly assigned, to one

of three triitrilellts. CM*, in individnili;040:MOill i4 'Rot coneid-

ered here. A second was a whole-class instructional model called

the Missouri Mathematics Program (MMP), which had been found in ear-

lier research (Good & Grouws, 1979) to be more effective than tradi-

tional whole-class instruction. The MMP, based on the findings of

studies of the practices of outstanding elementary mathematics

teachers (e.g. , Good & Grouws, 1977) , uses a regular sequence of

teaching, controlled practice, independent seatwork, and homework,

with an emphasis on a high ratio of active teaching to seatwork,

teaching mathematics in the context of meaning, and management stra-
Ot

tegies intended to increase student time or.-task (Good, Grouws, &

Ar
-

V

. jks,:
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'Lot 1r4! tVia

\

-inde ndent ltilt.ilethe:Other'*116::,:rec...,., INV.-,PY!t",,!10.....4.).!!,;L::=Det444-a_o
a,

this treatment Or0.1 presented in Slavin,& arW.ei&f.(i9(4). ..,_. ----;;.,:- 4
'ii

1
.----, t

:Results :oft .:t0q1..semestirr,..long..'study
,

achievement.,in ability grouped than in whole-claSs inatruction.. (ES 111,,

,were large for .mathematics compUttionfi (Es +64)

but, there were no differences in concepts and applications (ES -

.00).

Enierliment 2 involved the seme corn_ r Sons, except that an:

untreated control group was also added. The results very closely

paraIl:ep.e4 those ot Experiment 1; studenta -in the ability gromed

model Achieved significantly mOre qian,those in the two wholeiclass

methods (ES +.27)1 with diffeFences larger. in mathematics computwii

tions (ES m +37) than concepts and applications (ES +.17).

Dewar (1964), randomly assigned sixth grade mathematics classes

and their teachers in a suburb of Kansas City, ICS to use within-

class abi1ity grouping or whole-clais instruction for a full school

year. Three math groups were used in the grouped classes. Results

strongly favored the grouped classes for students who had been in

the top, middle, and low groups in comparison to their counterparts

in the control group (Es's, +.55). In a similar study, Smith (1960)

randomly assigned grade 2-5 classes to grouped or control conditions
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IQ. -Resul ts -favored within-class abil ity grouping- (ES +.41) f

Lilliy for students assigned to the-lowest- group- (1.4 4.69)

! The, tiMaX..44t.',P0040.1re ef Act, Of, aPY-.044Y ab44 itY
. . . .

.

groupi 11g: Was.:1-reported .in .,a study -..by *glen: VOWles _,(196,0) .. who ran-

grOuped,-or Whole.i.clattok treattenta.'fOr One Semester.:andthen had all
,

, ..kaasises :experiende....ithe oppoSite treatment for. one 'seMester. After"
. . . : . .

One ..terrieetc. the; ,-BcOCes of':.the'.abilitt,..grOulied. studentio...Were:' 0.40ter.
, ..,,.K.:-.. , -

..
.

.i.,-.. :than- -thoCe-:of e.the-.:control '... students -ISS +.30).-., ,. -,.hut -iitecond:-.SeMester ...... .. ,. .. . . . . .... .......... .. . . . , : 4, i 0. ... .
I t , I i ^ ' :.1, ' . 1

1:esults nearly' .wipe. d..-,out ;this .difference . (-ES. as. -407) It is-.impor,. . : - .... .,. , ". .. _. . . .. .. . .,..,.. .. ._ ... , ..
;

tent to note that this was the only study to use four math groups

rather than two or three.

Three 'nonrandomized studi'es generally supported the resUlts of
the randomized ones. Spence (1958) compared the achievement gains
of students in mathematics classes using within-class ability group-
ing to that.of Students in control classes matched on IQ and arith-
metic achievement. Results indicated significantly greater gains
for the grouped students. Stern (1972) compared the achievement of
low achieverq in classes using math groups to that of students
matched on achievement pretests. Despite matching, pretest differ-
ences favored students in the control conditions, but gain scores
clearly favored the grouped classes (ES +.36). Note that these
low achievers were not in homogeneously low classes, but were
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mam:tad from among heterogeneous math classes using or not using

, grPuptSg ,

;

,
,

--
- ,

- .--

studY sbY Jones (1948) also campared matched 'Students in differ-
,

,ent.grouping.arrangements. The experimental treatment used in this

study is not well-specified, Out did involve w#hin=class.grouping

of some kind for reading, spelling, and mathematics. Results

favored grouped classes for all three subjects and, for three levels

of ability (overall ES +.26). Znformation adequate for compute-

tion of effect sizes was only provided for composite achievement.

airmen And Diegussip: ilitaliatraus AULtut "ia,val,ng,. Research

on the uSe of math groups consistently supports this practice,in the

uPper elementary grades. ApOn9 research on ability grouping in gen-

eral, this research is of exceptional quality. Five well-controlled

studies used randim assignment of classes to treatments and sample

sizes large enough to minimize the potential imPect of teacher

effects.

There is no evidence to suggest that achievement gains due to
"

within-class ability grouping in mathematics are achieved at the

expense of low achievers; if anything, the evidence indicates the

greatest gains for this subgroup. This finding is surprising in

light of several studies of ability grouping in reading suggesting

that students in low reading groups experience a lower quality of

instruction than do those in higher groups (see, for example, Rift,

.:+
1970: Allington, 19801 Eder, 1981). Time on task is generally lower

in lcw than in high reading groups (Gambrell, Wilson, & Gantt, 1981:

,..,.
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Good Beckerman, 19781 Martin 6 Evertacm, 19R0) and there is some
--- -,.I.

..,....' ,1

evidence that low. reading groups, receive lower-level quest i ono
, ..._.. . _..

.,......0, .:..........,-., _..,-...,., , , .. , . ... _ ,

..
, ..,,, . ,

..i.

,.-.. .

--=' ( Sel tzer 1976) and .xiioi-e_ --teacher inter t-upt ions (Ede; '1981) -than , -:-,;., ,., ...,
;- 4.-.

t

high groups. A few stud.ies (e.g., Weinstein, 1976) find that read-

ing -group membership_predicts- stv.de_nt pe;formance_evenif_student

%ability is statistically controlled.

Yet comparisons of higlr and low reading groups are largely com-,

parisons of more and less able or proficient students, not compari-

sons of differell't classroom organization methods. It is hardly sur-
prising that high and low achievers differ and that their teachers'
behaviors differ accordingly. Comparisons of achievement gains in

J t

high and low reading groups are bound to show an advantage of being

in the high group because high achievers learn more.rapidly than low

L! achievers, and unless measuFes used to control for initial ability

are perfectly reliable and perfectly predictive of later reading

achievement, assignment to the high reading group will appear to

lead to higher achievement (see Reichardt, 1979).

However, comparison oi relative achievement gains or other dif-

ferences between high and low reading groups only indirectly address

the critical question: What are the most effective instructional

arrangements for low achievers (as well as average and high achiev-

ers)? In elementary mathematics, the evidence presented here sup-

ports the use of within-class ability grouping for all students,

especially low achievers. It cannot be assumed that results in

mathematics can be applied to reading, but it is certainly the case
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.. .that..only ..experj,..mental..coMparitona of .grouped ana,.sungr,Ouped: reading.
. ..:

claseee:.-:af_:ithe _kind: do,ne -:to...study ...math grouplIng can determine...the - :.76:

, , ...::::,.,--- ,,,, , - ....,,..,:...::.....,,,,-..4...:k....:-..-....--..-.-...-c':1 ...:1-:-..;--.,_:,,:-....:,...-:.-...T.., .., !.. -..-.),-_--,:::..,.-....: . .....

.. .,...---.....-...--. ..._. ..._ ... .., ..... .. .

.. achietement:effecto. of:WithiA.,...01.08.6,' i:4/ity vroOping lar-reading. ' 't.7:=:.:.--i

..... - '. :(
. .. -. H..., .i

The previous discussion is based on the aesumption that any

effect of groug 0;ng....4s :4 10- rge. -0,rt ..-to -the-

reductions in heterogeneity, it. brings: .abOUt.,:j :HoWever, there is 'one
4

r

;

. .
A.,.

1".

P.

},

study which raises someJlquestion about this assumption. This study,
--

a dissertation by Eddleman (1971), compared within-class ability

grouping in mathematicAto a within7class grouping plan in which

students were assigned, ta three keiepanspat subgroups. There was

some differentiation, of instructional level 'for students in the

ability grouped classes, but ,in all other respetts the teacher's

methods in the two groups were identical, with instruction given to

one group at a time while the other two groups worked problems at

their desks. Classes were 'randomly assigned to treatments, with the

same teachers teaching classes using homogeneous and heterogeneous

subgroups.

Results of the nine-week study slightly favored, the heterogeneous

grouping plan (ES al -.16). Unfortunately, there was no !anirouped

control condition, so it is. impossible to determine whether the two

forms of subgrouping were equally effective or equally ineffective;

the brevity of the study suggests the latter. However,if future

research were to establish that within-class ability grouping and

within-class heterogeneous grouping were equally effective (and more

effective than ungrouped arrangements), we would have to reconceptu-
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aiize the nsual explanations for the effectiveness of within-c4ass

ability grouping. For example, it may be that within-class ability

'grouping increases achievement by reducing the size of instruction

groups (say', from thirty to ten) or by structuring the teacher's

instructional time-more efferAtvely rather than having anything to

.;:c.*

i;

do with reducing homogeneity (see Slavin and Karweit, 1984).

Clearly, research directed at explaining the achievement effects of

within-class ability grouping is needed.

Iammmisai

Many previous reviewers of the ability

characterized the evidence as a muddle or

grouping literature have

a maze (e.g., Borg, 1965:

Passow, 1962). However, earlier reviewers have generally combined

elementary with secondary research, good quality with hopelessly

biased studies, research on comprehensive ability grouping plans

with that on special programs for the gifted or learning disabled,

and in some cases, research on between-class ability grouping with

that on within-class grouping.

when the scope of the review is limited to methodologically ade-

quate studies of comprehensive ability grouping at the elementary

level and different types of ability grouping are reviewed sepa-

rately, the results are surprisingly clear cut for most types of

grouping. The best evidence from randomized and matched equivalent

stuiies unequivocally supports the positive achievement effects of

60
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the use cf within-class ability grouping in mathematics and cf Jop.

lin and nongraded Plans in ,resgng. /n c9 nt;40,# t!Fe,..03,n0.111413"

port for the practice of assigning students to self-contained

classes according to general ability or performance level, Arid there

are enough good quality studies-of this practice thatlf.there,v-ne

any effect, it would surely have been. detected. Evidence on the

effects of regrouping within grade levels for reading and Pathemat-

ics is unclear, and there is no methodologically adequate evidence

concerning the use of reading.groups,

The conclusion of the research reviewed here for wactice may be

quite simple: Ute the grouping methods which.have been found to be

efffctive (within-class ability grouping in mathematics, Joplin and

nonvaded plans in reading), and avoid, those which have not been

found to be effective, In particular, there is good reason to avoid

ability grouped class assignment, which seems to have thegreatest

potential for negative social effects since it entirely separates

students into different streams (see Rosenbaum, 1980), However,

there is much more we must understand abo. lum various ability

groupinl plans have their effects, .A theory able to encompass the

research findings is needed. The remainder of this paper explores

the findings and other evidence in an attempt to extract general

principles of grouping for instruction in the elementary school,
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The primary reason ec,luaatPrs,:grotTstudefitt Accord$ng to abil ity

,or performance level is to enable teachers to provide ik,s ection

.cl osely . suited_ _the_ readiness _ and _needs _of_ afferent :students.

a highly diverse class, it _is argued, _one :level _and pace sot 'instruc-

tion is likely to be too easy for some students and/or too difficult

for others. Ability grouping is supposed to reduce student hetero-

geneity so that an appropriate pace and level of instruction is pro-
,

vided for most students.

Having instruction be carefully accommodated to students' level

of readiness is probnbly more important in some subjects than in

others. In general, subjects in which skills build upon one another

in a hierarchical fashion (e.g., mathematics, reading) should

require more accommodation to individual differences in learning

rate than subjects in which learning the next skill or concept is

lest clearly dependent on mastery of earlier material (e.g., social

studies, science). The reason for this is that with hierarchically

organized subjects, there is a risk that if the teacher proceeds too

rapidly, some students will lack the prerequisite skills needed to

learn new material, while if the teacher takes the time needed to

ensure that all students have prerequisite skills, the more able

students will waste a great deal of time.

Ability grouping is one logical way out of the dilemma posed by

having to choose one instructional pace for a diverse group in a

hierarchical subject. Yet if an ability grouping plan is to have

tIrs1.;
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the desired effect, there are at least three criteria it must

_

1. The grouping Plan,must measurably ,reduce student heterogeneity

ILL ill,Asagili gUgt
2. The gen n*Pt be-flexiPle.encugh to allow teachere,t0 reePond to

missassignMents and changes in student performance level after

initial placement; and

3. Teachers must actually vary their pace and level cd instruction

to correspond to students' levels of readiness and learning

rates.

As noted earlier, research on the effect of grouping on class

heterogeneity has found that in the situation typical of elementary

schools where students are divided into two or three *homogeneous"

groups, the actual reduction in heterogeneity brought about'may be

quite minimal. This is particularly true when students are assigned

to classes on the basis of MD or of a general .measure of perfor-

mance, as imperfect correlatiorla between these measures and 'actual

performance in any particular subject leave a great deal of hetero-

geneity in the supposedly homogeneous classes (Goodlad & Anderson,

1963: Below, 1962; Clarke, 1958; Balow & Curtin, 1966). .

Thus, ability grouped class assignment generally fails to meet

the first of the three criteria listed above; a one-time assignment

by general ability is unlikely to create enough homo, tty on any

particular skill to make an instructional differenc

es,
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Ability grouped class assignment is also unlAkely to fulfill %he .

second criterionf_flexibility. Itallsferringstudentik betw.een_Pelfq,

contained classes is difficult to arrange, so Students who are

misassigned or whose achievement level markedly changes over time

'are likely to remain in the-self-contained class.-- In -contrasti".

regrouping and Joplin and nongraded plans group students bailed on

their performance in a.jagesifig skill, and axe inherently, more flex-

ible than ability grouped class assignment, as changing stadents

between regrouped classes only involves one sublect, not a change in

students' main class identification. Similarly, within-class abil-

ity grouping is done based on performance in a particular skill, and

is the easiest grouping plan to alter based on changes in student

performance.

To what extent do teachers adapt their leyel and pace of instruc-

tion to the nee4s of different ability groups? Research compering

alternative grouping arrangements has not examined this question in

any depth, but there are some clues. Studies by Barr and Dreeben

(1983) found that teachers do adapt their instructional pace to

accommodate the aptitudes of reading groups, but they also found

considerable variation from schoOl to school and teacher to teacher

in pacing for groups of similar aptitudes.

Some indirect evidence suggests the importance of adapting

instruction to student differences. One form

in mathematics instruction involves assigning

ability groups within the class. .The teacher

-64-
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the class as a whole, and while student6 are doing seatwork, visits

'with the low ability group o provide.additiona explanation, the ,. _ _ .

1

.

high group to provide enrichment, And the middle group to provide

some of each. Note that this strategy .does not zdapt the,pace or

level of instruction,to student need41._TW0.111014409 at the:Bac9n44,KY

level (Bierden, 1969; Nortlock, 1970) and one in a corilltriOty coliege
"(Merritt, 1973) found no .significant differences betwe,e0, is type
of within-class ability grouping and traditional whole-class
instructior, much in contrast to the studied of withilrickass Zbility
grouping planz in which level and pace .of instruction were adapted

to student performance levels.
A

One critical feature ,of the successful j7oplintenongraded ,plans is

frequent, careful assessment of student performance levels and pro-
vision of materials appropriate to these levels regardless of stu-

11'

dents' grade levels. In these plans, adaptation of, instructional
pace and level to student needs is az great, as it could possibly be
short, of individualization; in one study of the Joplin Plan (Moor-
house, 1964) it was notedAhat,"three-quarters of the (grade 4-6

experimental) students were reading material either above or below
the grade level they would usually be asked to attempt in the graded

system" (pp. 281-282).

In contrast, a study of regrouping for reading by Moses (1966)

instructed experimental teachörto use only materials appropriate

to students' grade levels and to follow the school district's usual

course of study. This study found no significant advantages of

-65-
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bili*y grouping (EIS +.05). Similarly, Davis and Tracy (1963) in
.

,

. . _

...,..;',4i.i4t.kidt_ogrogrouping.;:ltorr._.-_,-methemati:c.s.,4seld::_texpepimental.:4an.,:.4corkt.rol:i: .

,... . . ... .. .
_

teachers; to the Came .grades,slevel .textbOokst. 1.0:::this OtUdy,., conrO1
, .

4 . , . s. - s .. .

ned.i.more-in '.aChievement.r,thark::Idid..-00kpipti.3,.., .......ti,iti.1.:- W,..hi.t.,.,.::,..,.,;.
studentS-Iga

'a '.----'..-.'----, .',.... ....."-- ...L.' ,::- '''-'1.' r.,..' ....---,,.:- :-.:.,?.._ ::::-.:-.. h -1::L-.IL: ,..:..:.--,:24.;_.4:.:,......: t,...1.:2,-._.:. :.,.
.

.-,i-lar ade regrouping:plan. . .

t, An otherwise similar study of ,within-grade regrour4ng for flla.the-,

matics by Provus (1960) did allow for 'differentiation of level and
'55,2 pace of instruction, noting that was possible for ,a fourth

grader to advance to .sixth grade or even eighth grade work, kr the

end of the school year." Control (ungrodped) students were also,

- able to go beyond their, designated grade level, but presumably:did.t.: .
.. .. .

not do so as often as did experimental 'students. 'PIUS study found
,

- strong positive effects of regrouping on mathematics achieveinent (ES

;4.

-44.

go +.39).

Of course, Joplin and nongraded plans can be seen as forms of
regrouping for reading and/or mathematics which gO to great lengths

to adapt the level and pace of instruction to that of the regrouped
classes. In fact, it could be argued that it is not the cross-grade
aspect of Joplin/nongraded plans that accounts for their effects,
but rather the fact that students ,in these plans are carefully
assessed and given instruction appropriate to their needs in the
regrouped classes.

Taken together, the evidence points to a conclusion that for

ability grouping to be effective at the elementary level, it must

create true homogeneity on the specific skill being taught and
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instruction must ,be closely tailored to students' 'levels of

;:c
,

Critics of ability .grouping (e. g. f Oakes; 1985; Schafer & 91,exas
1

1971; Itosenba um, 1980) have often 'noted 'the .detripentel ch4ogi-
cal effect of being placed in a low achiev,ing class or track. An

interview with a 'former 'de1intuent about hie discovery that he had
. . r

.been to. the "basic tr.ack"1.in junior 4igh school illustrates
this 'theme C from -Schafer & 0.1exii, 3.)';

I 103..,t1:..400d ...but
whejvithet..,'.:yent.::40C separated us that changed us. :;.That

the way we thought ;aliont'
sif

bedenSe ;they '..said I was._, dumhoand Ahe
. , ... ..1.. . .. . . .

. .3. .

' ..
. !i.en40,0',',flrst gO to juni.oç highichool..,you. do feel some-

thinviOeide...WAH1.40::** 'ttontleinen7.
oxy:::to Un.to;- high*
ihitt..that:'`titoot,-BrOWn ,JUnitti High.. and you are PrOlair,Of that
Starts. . Butthen..you..: go up there and the teacher stists -

aiid so, ,.yoUvre'..1n-.the-Ioeetc: tett,IO*, you can't go
with the Other ,kidss" The devil":With::the,444i/.e thirig -- you
lose -.- something in .you -- like it goee out of yOuo

The anguish expressed by the student .who was assigned to the

basic track is interesting in light of the high probability that the
student had been in low reading groups in elementary school, but he \\.,
still perceived being "separated" into different classes as a com-
pletely new and much more serious affront to his self-esteem. With-

in-class grouping generally takes place within the conteAt of a more

or less heterogeneous class, and a student still identifies with the

-67-
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-eates a_aituation.la_ which .a..lowAchiavers4ronly reference

80thei loicsachpivers (ate:Richer. 1976)
.

ible.skillurbasedAbility_groupiwhas-a_dif_

ferentjApact op,studentse-, self -verve t cmsiand -on, teachers
.

ec-

tati one than does abU ity grouped class assignment. wet.
_performing a ASSet. .*0-014700.0 aePt.04.:..aa:a

differeot ,Apecies.,of h400,.1.joitnot where those .4.004000...t9X910: read-
,. ,

ing or math groups in heteroge0Ous classea:mal!, sea th10 Placeimant

as being done to help themf part4culaFly if assignMer4.,to VoVs, is

flexible and is clearly 'focused On achieyement in a 'particular sub-

.ject.

Teachers' expectations and behaviors may also be different in

"different types of ability groaping. -Not surprisinglye.teachers

prefer to teach higher-achieving students (NSA, 190) and hive

higher'expectations for their achievement. These expectations can

have an impact on teachers' behaviors and students' achievement (see

Good and Brophy,.1984). 'For exapple, 'in a study of Air Force train-

ins, Schrank (1969) had students randomly assigned to classes, but

told instructors that the classes were grouped by ability. Classes

which had been (falsely) identified as high achieving in fact

achieved mo're thandid classes identified as low achieving.

The problems of teachers' low expectations for students in low-

track classes and their dislike for being assigned to these low

achieving classes are largely alleviated in Joplin and nongraded

-6 8-
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; ,.lanat.-..40.;.whi.oh ;reading. -claSties. are ;:fOrMe46crOSS agejines.. Thiss

.J1 .,::,--:----means that -a_i_ cl aBB Ing ccont.atra 44sh-achieying y9unt_e_tudents alui_...:' ": .--`-~...--.--` "-\..11

--.-1--siaaw-achieving *older studentS, 84 homogeneity for 4nstructon _may, be, . . ,
, .

.,.. . --

-._--1 , ,0!_,J...,,_!_e!!4kru. !,,e,!.a:blishing classes that teachers do not want to
..

auk- 0.4--tronl..W1119m teaChers expect4ittle. Alsot as.,:note:d'by:-011e . .;-: 4,
'of the, authors, of the RillsOn 'et al. (1.964) sit.4dy of a nangraded.

plan. (JIM. Moore pertiorial coMmuOica4on, 67_,-nuary 230-'1186) f-low

achieving students in nongr,a4d;plans progress from reading level to
,

. .

reit:ding Aevel rather than ieMaining year, after, year in the low read-
ing group.

Teachers may have loV expectatkons for.studeas in, low reading or
, I

math gro,4ps, but there is some evidence -that -they ;try to 'being low

gr'oups up to the level of the rest of tht class. For example, &Wan

& Miraae (l903) found-that inhetween-class ability grouping teach-
ars tended to maintain a slow pace of instruction for low achieving
classes, but tended to dllocate more time and a more rapid p4ce

_instruction for low reading groups in heterogeneous classes. This
and other research (e.g., Alpert, 1974) suggests that in within-'
class ability groupingr teachers tend to try to equalize the
achievement of all students by assigning .smaller nutubers of students
to low groups.

Another issue relating to students' identification with their

class is the question of how many times students are regrouped each

day. When students are regrouped for reading and/or mathematics,

they still typically spend the rest of their school day in heteroge-

-69 -
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neous homeroom classes, which obably remair as 'their :primary

..,..._ ___,..4Oferencei0.001:110W04,0.41...,.40:=:bk:.11.1nnber,:og. ;OgroM020...norea0010.v:
.

:.the, Situation ..pmeis :to. reseMble40000000t#lizatiOni..011.,Sr-eStOdti.nte
. -.. ._.,

..move_ifrOM-teaChet,.to'.teacher cnd -have flo. one:!":grouvwit0Y1491.1::,..PD:..

tdentifY 0 .,:Ungortunatelyi. there is.no reSeArch vaAchievementoutr.:
.

:..;, ,.

,

. . .,._ , . - ..--,.,, - % 2. ,,
1:,a;,

',.;-,i comes of departmentalization at the elementary ;evelf,...nith0444 One
_,,,.., , .... ..t. , _ . . .2,

-..

lit way Of seventh and eighth graders bi-:Spivik -11/5f) AtoUitilit-thiit'stu--
. ..:,. . ! 'Al. .M

dents in self-contained classes learned more than matched students .7

.

in departmentalized settingd.
,.,.

,... 4. .

J, Departmental iz ati ow.: might reduce students' attachment to school

,
, by diffusing their att4chilients to partiOler teacberi4 'Indi.rect ....

. 4

evidenca-.of this it a findplg by :Slavinand .Kar-0,eit. (1082)that stu-
,..

_

:-, dent trnancy in an urban school district rose:from Atout 0 in the .,N;'
,,,

,..

fifth and sixth grades to 26% in the seventh grade, the time of
n

, first exposure to! a departmentalized. (and tracke4.). school in ,which

no one- teacher takes responsibility for any One .student. It may be

that the Koont4 (1961) study, in which students were.Separately

regrouped for reading, mathematics, and spelling, deprived students

of an opportunity to identify with a single teacher.and a heterOge-

neous clasa. In this study, heterogeneous control students gained

more in achievement than did those who were regrouped, with low

achievers suffering most from regrouping.

The evidence on the importance of having students principally

identify with a heterogeneous class is more speculative than conclu-

sive, but several indirect indications support the following conclu-

. .
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stu4646,ebould be eeei_9111,10 to heterogelleoue- glasses fpr aA

e sohoo;'_±. ssible, hat _it ,the heterogeneous.

homeroom with- which -students principally_ identify. r --n

reason :_than.thatp::tepetratingL7StU4ent$,.;
,^

;.;

7",,

rou in. .

. _,. ,

plensMust;.,110.01...Clear 'educatiOnal
,

Because_ no achievement benefite,of. abil;itr .gr.OuPed claim-age, Meat

have been identified, and because more ,effective grouping methods

exist, use of thps strategy should be avoided.

Inapiutilanel Zia

One issue of considerable importance in relation to within-class
ability ,grouping relates_ to a tradeoff between_ providing stAdents

with instruction appropriate to their needs on one 'hand, and, provid-
"17,

ing adequate instructional time on, the other (see Slavin. X9844).

When a teacher uses a within-class ability ,groupi,ng plen.with three

groups, this means that students must spend at least two7thirds of
their instructional time working without direct teacher instruction'

or supervision. Several studies have found that large amounts of
unsupervised seatwork are detrimental sto student achievement (see

Brophy and Good, 1986). Transition times between ability grlups
further reduce instructional time (Arlin, 1979).

The amount of instructional time..lost due to use of within.class,
ability grouping depends directly on the number of groups in Ase.

Division of students. into, large numbers of ability groups forces the
teacher. to spend less time with each group and to assign large .

' -1."0,)
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ountt of independent -SeatWork, -puCh.''Of:whiChArta
.

ue,-;`,,:beyOnd,)teeping::,StUdenttLqUieL:Aind:..bUtly,.., Set3indertnn,._
, - : - . - . . ''f-

akee: -Allemaroltrookit,

. ,
tir.a

,

ru

iamathem'atl..ct

(AS, +.07), is also the only one_, to use four. (rather than two or

three) ability groups.

The evidence- summarized in .Table 5 clearly indicates that regard-
less of any losses in instructional time associated with within-
class grouping, this strategy is .instruttionally 'effective in ele-
mentary mathematics. Hatheinatics instruction does require a certain

,

amount of time for students ,to work problems on their own, so folio-
wup time (the time during which some students must work by them-

selves while others are working with the teacher) may be less of a
,

rOblem in mathematis than in other subjects. However, it still
seems apparent that the requirement for large amounts of followup
time is a drawback in any within-class grouping arrangement.

The problem of followup time.may be Important in explaining the

effectiveness of Joplin plans for reading. The studies of this pro-
gram do not typically compare the numbers of ability groups used in
experimental and control groups, but it is clear that there are
smaller numbers of reading groups in Joplin than in traditional
classes, and that in some cases Joplin Plan classes do not use read-
ing groups at all. In fact, some authors (e._0.. Newport, 1967)

clearly describe studies of the Joplin Plan as comparisons of inter-

-72-
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vs. intra-class ability griouping, since.control -graups in 'Top lin
" , a

students in control classes using the more typical three or more

- t
.-.

This line of reasoning may justify use of sma4er; :.numbere .of
ability giouPO in ,heterOgene00s reading, clasSet. UnfOrtUnately ,..,k-

' :, 1 - . : - , ! ' ,1' ;' , '

there is no -direct .eXpetiMental. evidence , on the optiiaum nuMber of .
,.r!_,,;

. ..

reading or math groups; the number three As .treated as though it 1.:.
K.. 1

71 ,

.were handed down from Mount Sinai. :In heterogeneoua classes it. may
be that small num6ers of ability, groups do not 'provide adequate hom- :.1i1

zogeneity for effective instruction. However, it should be noted
tf;*that two studies involving oniy two ability groups in heterogeneous

mathematics classes found significant benefits of ability grouping
for student achievement (Slavin_and Karweit, 1985).
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ThiS paper. reViewed ,the best evidence concerning the achievement

effects of comprehensive abiliLy grouping plans in elementary.

Amhools....=,-Fi#e_.,principal _grouping plans !were

., grouped class assignment, regrouping for reading and/or mathematics,

_Joplin and nongraded.plans, comprehensive nongraded plans, and with-

in-vlass ability grouping. The effects of these grouping methods on

student achievement from methodologically adequate studies are sum-

marized below:

,

ions in twelve matched equivalent and one randomized study clearly

indicates that assigning students to self-contained classes accord-

.:

; .

NaitiAta AtatuRad Sulaw Ariftjawant Evidence from fifteen compari-

ing to general achievement or ability does not enhance student

allievement in the elementary school (median ES in .00

julassdas Ilx Ammuag Amid julhematolgg. Research is unclear on

the achievement outcomes of grouping plans in which students remain

in heterogener asses most of the day and are regrouped by abil-

ity within grade levels for reading and/or mathematics. There is

some evidence that such plans can be instructionally Effective if

the level and pace of instruction is adapted to the achievement

level of the regrouped class and if students are not regrouped for

more than one or two different subjects.

goplin Elan. There is good evilence that regrouping students for

reading across grade Aines increases reading achievement. The Jot"-

-74-
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lin Plan. (Floyd., 1954) and essentially SiMilar *forms of nongr:aded.

plans le. g.- * ftill3on -et :al.., 1:96.01..'have.::::hadzIelatiVSy_1::..cOmiiptept..:._,,,::::.

positive effects on reading achievement :(median.:.ES, iffr.,44) p . arid :one

,study...:(11art,,.1962)
found that a similar prograM Could also be eftec-

\

tive in mathematics.

comprehensive pongraded Plans. Evidence from stndies of non-

graded plans closer to those suggested by Goodlad and Anderson

(1963; has been less consistent than for Joplin-like nongraded

planWbut the preponderance of the evidence is still positive

(median ES +.29). In particular, the best evidence from well-con-

.

trolled studies in regular scbools supports the use of comprehensive

nongraded plans.

Ability, 9;ouoinq. Research on within-class ability

grouping is unfortunately 1Mmited to mathematics in upper elementary

school. However, this research clearly suppoLts the use of within-

class grouping (approxiMate median ES us +.34), especially if the

uumber of groups is kept small. Achievement effects of within-class

ability grouping are slilhtly larger for low than for high or arrer-

age achievers.

In c,i6ition to conclusions about the effects of paruicular group-

ing strategieB, several general principles of ability grouping were

proposed on the basis of the experimental evidence. The follwing

are advanced as elements of effective ability grouping plans:

-7 5-
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Student's ab9uld remain in heterogetleous classes at, post

times, and be regrouped by ability on;y in sublects (e.g.,

reading, mathematics) in which reducing heterogeneity is

'particularly important.- Students' primary identification

should be with,a heterogeneous class.

2. Grouping plans must reduce student heterogeneity in the

specific skill being taught (e.g., reading, mathematics).

3. Grouping plans must frequently reassess student p/acements

and must be flexiible enough to allow for easy reassign-

ments after initial placement.

4. Teachers must actually vary their level and pace of

instruction to correspond to students' levls,of readiness

and learning rates in regrouped classes,

In within-clasi ability grouping, numbers of groups should

be kept small to allow for adequate'direct instruction from

lathe teacher for each group.
1\

FiltuC2 Idli411.0A

One great danger in reviewing any voluminous literature is that

the review will discourage further work in the area, as researchers

question the value of one more study. We hope the present review

will have the effect of stimulating rather than idhibiting addi-

tional research on ability grouping in the elementary grades.
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There are many fundamental 'questions yet to .be explored. For

examples :the.'Lresea_r,ch,Pn withinclass ability gpjg An. !Postal'

restricted to mathematics. Experimental -studies of, the use of read-
, ,

ing groups are needed, as are studies of optimum numbers of within-

class groups tor reading and math.
1

litany studies a.re needed to understand why and under what, condi-

tions various grouTing plans produce achievement effects. Simple-
,

appearing changes in grouping are likely to have, complex effects,

any of which may contribute to ultimate effects on student achieve-

ment. For .example, dipment between-class grouping plans (e.g.,

ability Irouped, cpto aisignment, Joplin Plan) are, likely to have

differe4teOectiipAA!i4hin-class grouping.
2,

,

Studies are Aee0ed to understand the effects of various grouping

plans on what actually happens in the'classroom, for example, how

different plans affect the teacher's pace of instruction and use of

class time and the success rate of students close to and far away

from the class' mean aptitude. Component analyses are needed to

explore the critical foturps of various grouping plans. For exam-

ple, many fundamentally different practices go under the title "non-

grading.° Which of these account for the positive effects seen in

the studies of this practice? Is it simply use of flexible, homoge-

neous grouping across grade lines (as i4 the Joplin Plan), or are

other factors involved?

There are two particularly important reasons for further investi-

gation of grouping practices in elementary schools. First, every

-77-
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inietrator, and. teacher_ makes decisions ,

about abil ity %grouping at some time, and theee. .00 si one should, be

,`made in light of rel.iable evidence. ;ronically, the grouping prac-

-,--='"tice with the--least ,suppor the-tesearch,--abiLity -grouped__al-eass,z2-

assignment, is among the most widely used; schools need effective

alternatives to this practice.

F.

It

Second, if educational tesearchers can identify grouping prac-

tices which can accelerate student achievethent, this.would prov,ide

-one kind of school reform that Would be.low-in coSt, easy to..imple-

meat, and easy to maintain over .time. In e time of increasing

demands on education coupled with dwindling resources:4 research on

easily modified-school organititional practices seems:particularly

Aikely to bear fruit. We haVe much.yet to learn in this area, but

this review' illustrates that the potential Of effedtive: Voqping

'practices for meaningful froptovements in the achievement.of eleMen-

tory students ii great, and is certainly worthy of further study.
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,.--4,,, ..postteSts. adj.

for pre.

Math ,
Compared schools '( -) .

.J1/

1.

, `c,'

=:

Davis &
TracY
1963

Balow &

Ruddell,
1963

4-6 North - :193 Math Math Ach 1 yr

Carolina (2 sch.)

6 Southern 197 Rdg - Rdg Ach 1 yr

Calif. (8 cl.) Math - Math Ach
(Suburban)

.using AG or Het
math classes.
Pretest diffs
favored AG. Past
adj. for pre, ,
IQ, other vars.

Compared AG to het
schools. Pretest
diffs favored AG.
Scores are gains.

Hi
Av
Lo

0 Rdg (+)
Math (0
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-Table :3:-

EFFECT SIZES

_i-Acitioveasni Sub ct otal

360
)

.Studonts'A tetchers 4,3

Joplin or- A0.1 -Authl
"Oott.iimitect,.o

--y.portunity tor hi oat,-
th ;g0achirs '

52'.-

. (to11owuP):-
,Joneiii:'Etsere, 3

::&7111iniievaa4nro,

1. 009.0044.7100
. .:

Stdieó h Evidente-of -Initia1j. Equality.. 111141...1.

. .

CS 2.,.; .-
.1

--- (6,:edh..)
4on-

n'use-tof,-tere oplin

gioups ortied.iithpityti,-
,

trOtipeOlaeies-v.tP,.=',

Green &

1963

. .

AX.X4PAS
(whites)

Ingram, 1-3 Flint,
1960 MI

68 e...p

377 cant

,
Rtig 3 yrs , Coopsiii(,401.1ePlin

.010.001044#4.
295 'Ilda 1 yr :

1-0440400°

40With00.401*4,-:?hot-
in'

, ,

250 Rdit 1 yr ConparedJoplin to
AG aline .thativultent
astchinkon IQ. 'Rds.
gips, weire'iiiied

Jetilin Clnaien.

.,R4g:' typ +.59
SOI fr.58 -7,2-.3)

: 144 +.26 (0 3)
. .
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Matched Studies Lacking EVidence.of,Initialiginnilf,tv:
:. , ,, ,_ . .. L . -

Bowman, 1-6 Burling- . .,457 1 yr. .CalP11041:,st4defits- -:.-:Cry 1-3 +.06 ,Rdg +.29 4,29 .-

1971 tOi,-NC ...:.: iii' :N11,:4::041iiiii-::,04 .44:4.5.2 luthi ',:i,:18:t'

..i.;:44771.0):501reAt#

.....sao40T01**i!10 ...,

..A.A4114046A11.
NGfOlABSOCUied
100i4.7.4nOX.: iallia

teiChingLlearning
vet4Olii

.- v.,-,

Hopkins, 3 4 Los Angeles 130 3 yrs, ComparodAitudentO in Reading +.02
Oldridge, ,Co.,- CA (45 cl.) NG, G.schOolsi: con-
& William- (SUburban) .trollinglOr-IQY NG
son, started higher in./Q.
1965

1

Ross, 1-3 Blooming- 314 1 yr. Compared students in NG,-
1967 ton, /N G ;lasses in sate univ-

(Lab school) ersity lab school, con-
trolling for pretest and
IQ:. Pretest and IQ Adana
not given. Scorei are
grade'eguiValents'adjust-
ed for pretests and IQ.

Kill- 1-8 Houston, 300 3 yrs. Compered students in 1 NG, Rdg +

ough, TX (4 sch.) 3 G schools. NO evidence Math +
1972 of initial.equality.

ANCOVA controlled for IQ.

Carbone, see - 244 see Compared students in NG, G Rdg -
1961 design (6 ech.) design schools controlling.for /Q. LA -

Rdg +.06GE +.06GE
Math +.06GE

KEY: NG = Nongraded Program
G = Graded Program (Control)
+ = Results clearly favor nongraded classes
(+) = Results generally favor nongraded classes
0 = No trend in results
(-).= Results generally favor graded classes
- = Results clearly favor graded classes

,

Students were in grades 4-6, Math -
NG had been used in grades
1-3. NG started substant-
ially higher in IQ.

Oa

t-d#:
Z74.1xxL;--,

12,1
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Artiale Grade's. ;LOcatiOn SIze DuratiOn
. ,

.,MóbèdStUiëá Vi tb Evideike

.

190 ". (Ciithig i§. "(14 )
..SOkOols), ,

Brody,. 1-2 Pennoyl- "'268 Cr. 1 - 1 yr.
1970 vani8 (3; aCh.) Gr. 2"- 2 Yrs.

Buffie,
1962

1-3 234
(8 soh.)

3 yrs.

p-,l 0
i Otto. 3-5 Austin, 15 cl. 2 yrs.

1969 TX (Upper
middle class,
lab school)

Remarle,
1971

5-6 Brookings, 128
SD

Gr. 5 - 2 yrs.

Gr. 6 - 1 yr.

Mach-
iele,

1 Urbana, 100

IL

1 y

1965

Desie
k

CoMpare4.*:ar4
'ioli.oblii,jititChed

...deseribed.

Students in-NG and

.G ;3-AhOO10,-.7,aultihed

rSchools matchecFon
SEE..then studento

.maithed.:on Sex;
age, IQ.

Compared NG and G
classes within same
university lab school.
Students matched on
gen. Lich.

Compared NG and G
schools. Students
matched on IQ.
Scores are grade
equivalents.

Compared NG to year
before IV introduced.
Students matched on
IQ, age.

EEFECTIIZES.

1,1
Achievement limes! Total

Hi +,61 Rdg +;24 +.46
Av +.51 Math +.68
La +.36

Hi + Rdg +.14 +.28
Lo + .Spel +.18

Math +.52

Hi +.39 Rdg +,19
Lo +.19 LA +.67

Math +.17

+.35

Rdg 0 0
Math 0

Rdg +.24GE +.31GE
LA +.33GE
Math +.37GE

Rdg +.64
Math +.36

+.50

11

e
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TableA,:contindad,

Matched Studies Lackina BVidence of Initial ltgy.osy

Bowman, 1-6 Burling- , 457 1 yr.,

1971 ton, VC

Hopkins. 3-4
Oldridge,
& William-
son,

1965

Ross, 1-3

1967 .

Kill-
ough,
1972

Los Angeles 330
'Co., CA (45 cl.)

(Sdburban)

Blooming- 314
ton, IN
(Lab school)

3 yrs.

1 yr.

1-8 Houston, 300 3 yrs.
TX (4 sch.)

Carbone, see
1961 design

244 see

(6 sch.) design

COmPate&-itudente Gr. 4-3 +.06
AJi'NO A'IsOhOold 4-6 +.51.

COny;011invfor.

-NG:.:clessesused
indAW:'itit., tea
teadhing, learning
Centers.

KEY: NG = Nongraded Program
G = Graded Program (Control)
+ = Results clearly favor nongraded classes
(+) = Results generally favor nongraded classes
0 = No trend in results
(-) -= Results generally favor graded classes

= Results clearly favor graded classes

Compared students in
NG. G schOolso. con-
trolIinglor 101: VG
started higher in IQ.

Compared students in NIG.--
G classes in same univ-
ersity lab school, con-
trolling for pretest and
/Q.. Pretest and pa means
not given. Scored are
grade equivalents.adjust-
ed for pretests and IQ.

Compared students in 1 NG,
3 G schools. No evidence
of initial equality.
ANCOVA controlled for IQ.

Compared students in NG. G
schools controlling for Mg.
Students were in grades 4-6.
NG had been used in grades
1-3. NG started substant-
ially higher in IQ.

Rdg +.29
V*th %28

Reading +.02

Rdg +.06GB +.06GE
Math +.06GE

Rdg +

Math +

Rde -

LA -

Math -

1
dc wit
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correlations are known, effect sizes from gain scores can be trans--
formed to the scale of posttest values using the foll9wing multi-

,- _.

)i
gain

aracteristic:correlatiorizbetween fall and spring_ scores
-2-alternate _forms:_of the California Achievement Test-in the upper

170.

ArA

,7)

A'. :'

com

A ,

1. .rczy.re.4

t'..?4, t:1: ;t
s-=7,;.',!: ,/

.

r-
4 .1:1Y'?,'...?iiV.0:MtZA 1.1Y1A4VEkk

ere
.

'At.N:
',,..,411143r..', ^

stesb ;AL

A :A.. ) ,

. pp.

-tt0:0:.
1964) t. expepent0'..tt;.9c.i4ro1 differences div1ced by 0404 .p.ta/0.1.:
deia.i.óns. were 6opi.it:070, for ditfererde
between these is reported as the:.st..gdy!s. ',effect size. Since 'all
studies which met inclUsion Criteria presen4d..either gain scoreS
pre- and iostrtest scores or :matched On. pretests/ :all effect siteS
were adjusted for initial. Starting .pOntb:

-19-
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u studies did not present enough data to allow for computation

of effect size but otherwise met critvarie

included in tables wtth an indicatiuri of
for inclusion, they, were

the direction and consis"

": tentcy of any echievement diferencés. In some cas only grade.. '.

equivalent differences were given, and these are presented in the

table. Because the standard deviatiorts of grade equivalents are
around l.Oin upper elementary school, grade equivalent differences
maybe considered very rough approximations of effect size.

In general, one overall effect size is presented for each study,
unleès twoor more djfferent ability grouping plans werecomaredtojj
heterogeneous- control groupsinthe same study (e.g., Cartwright and-

r - 7t t _-,, ) ':9 distinct samples were studie&(e.g., org,

effects within a study were averagedto obtain the

-kerLdow. n ysuDecZI e . .
'_,- -. ,----,- -' - -

: '-
, '- ., - -- --- - ---- --' -a--- - -,-- / - -- '-- -, , . -- ..'- ,- - - z.

-;-'

or bilityeiel leveLsh9u2dbe nte ?
43 4. \. - 4 -s-- - -

r ete&TwLth á r U cul.a ca ut4 on, TasTtbéy -aeof1te 1 a ted- ecause
cc. . . - - v- c. i - r ' I - , -a .4

3. f 3 '. 3j -33 ç4 \ ;
4 4 . ''3

\4X
'

' I I' 4
4

-
4.'_.

',1__. . - ' -1?1 --?'_--..- --.y. .- - . - --. .

I

(IF

- 3
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In this best-ev ide rice synthesis, evr, effort was ae to make

each ef fect iz bé a meai4 ngf Ui repre4 of th eUct o
33 .3 3,F I

I
ç 4, 4 4 4 44, 3 9 4

ability grouping on student pOsttest achievement, bolaing the post-

test stnda.td déviàtion as the comnion metric. In all tabe, ran-

doxni1ed tudiea are 1ited first, o1lwed by matched studies pre-
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